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Change of Banking Hours

THE DIAL SYSTEM

To conform with local Summer Time the banks of

Camden To Be Second Town
In Maine To Use Modern
Phone Method

Rockland will open at 8 o’clock A .M. and close at
2 o’clock P. M., except Saturdays when they will

The walls fcr tin* New 'England
Telephone Co.'s new block in Camden
are rising rapidly, and it will not be
many weeks before the phone staff
of that town is domiciled there.
It will interest many telephone
patrons to know that Camden will
have the second dial system to be
installed in Maine.
The dial is a mechanical device
whereby the subscriber can get the
number he desires without first call
ing central. Suppose, for example,
he wants 3672. He turns the dial to
these numbers, and the connection is
made. If the line is busy, this shows
upon the dial: and therefore he
knows, without waiting for central
to tell him. when the line is free.
“Subscribers who want to call
through central—the present way—
can still do it.” said an official. “But
when they come to appreciate how
much simpler and more convenient it
is to use the dial, we expect that they
will use it more and more.”

close at 11 o’clock A. M., Eastern Standard Time,
beginning Monday, May 1 2, to and including Sept.
20. 1930.

ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK,
NORTH NATIONAL BANK,
ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK,

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY.
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WE WANTERKN0W!

=■-- At the Sign of
j North National Bank

The concert given Sunday after
noon in the Thomaston Federated
April Weather In 1891
Church by the Knox County Men's Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
In answer to “A Reader's” request
Chorus drew- a capacity audience who
were warm In their expressions of for the weather on certain dates in
April 1891 I am able to furnish the
approval for the splendid work of the desired information from my diary:
chorus. The program presented was
April 20—Pleasant, cloudy, showsimilar to that of the previous local 'ers; thermometer, 40 deg. at night.
April 21—Pleasant: thermometer
concerts, with the exception that S.
46 deg. at night.
T. Constantine, founder and director
April 22—Warm and pleasant;
of tiie organization, gave a tenor solo, thermometer 84 deg. in shade.
"Jesus Onlj-," Rotoli.
W. C Lufkin

EVERY POSSIBLE
ACCOMMODATION

Congressman White Takes Up Cudgels For Tariff Protec Commencing Tomorrow Schools Will Open and Close One
Hour Earlier—Churches To Adopt Plan
tion On Thomaston Product
Representative Wallace H. White,
•Tr., made his first speech and cast
his first vote on the tariff bill late
Thursday. He had not been sworn
in when the hill was passed by the
House of Representatives last May,
as he was attending the London con
ference on the safety of life at sea,
as head of the American delegation.
The first of the items on which
the conferees disagreed to be taken
up by the House was cement,
the House having voted for eight
cents a hundred pounds and the
Senate for six cents, with all cement
imported for public -works to be im
ported free. Representative White
spoke in behalf of the higher rate.
Maine's particular interest in cement
is the plant a‘ Thomaston. The duty
affects only the seaboard cement in
dustry, as imports do not go into tiie
Middle West.
Closing the debate before the
House voted to accept the Senate rate
of six cents a hundred pounds on
cement. Representative White spoke
in favor of the eight-cent rate, as
was provided in the hill as it passed
the House of Representatives. While
he did not speak against the Blease
amendment placing cement imported
for public works including roads on
the free list, he and the other Maine
congressmen voted against it and it
was defeated.
Representative White illustrated
his remarks with the situation at the
Thomaston plant, in his congressional
district. This plant, he said, rep
resents an investment of three million
dollars with a capacity of a million
barrels of cement a year, in the last
year, he said, it operated at 55 per
cent capacity and sold only a percent
age of its capacity production.
’This
product.”
Representative
White went on. “found its way into
the markets of the eastern seaboard,
Portland. Providence, Boston, and so
•on. it cost this plant $1.30 a barrel
to make the cement, and it went into
the markets of the east in compe
tition with Belgian cement laid down
at these same ports at $1.29 a barrel.
“Whatever the facts for the United
States as a whole are. these foreign
importations amount to 30 per cent of

We will be glad to welcome your Check
ing Account and offer you every pos

DANCE

sible accommodation consistent with
sound banking practice.

^he

AT

Spruce Head

Community Hall

North National Bank

Every Thursday Night

Rockland, Maine

SMALLEY’S ORCH.
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CAPEHART
A

New Instrument That
Electrically Reproduces

CONTINUOUS PRO
GRAMS OF RECORDS
You have read of this marvelous new instru
ment in The Saturday Evening Post, Collier's

and other great magazines.

A Message To
Investors
.

The successful investor is the man who is inter

ested in the safety of his principal and the regularity

of his income and is not concerned with temporary
fluctuations in market price. He takes his risks in

NOW SEE AND HEAR IT
at the

MAINE MUSIC CO.
Our store will be open especially for demon
stration up to 9 o’clock

his own business and puts his surpluses to work
where his return is safeguarded. His plan of invest

ment will include the setting aside of a part of his
income to add to his capital in order to build for the

future.

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY EVENINGS
Continuous Programs Now From Your Own.

We are prepared to make suggestions of sound

securities to meet the individual investor’s require

ments at any of our convenient offices.

Our facili

ties are available by mail as well as through personal

Records
Now you may enjoy an entire evening’s enter

tainment of your own choosing, without mov

ing from your easy chair.

consultation.
The CAPEHART, this newest development in

music, plays for you, hour-after-hour—auto
matically and without attention—giving a con

RESOURCES OVER $4,600,000.00

tinuous program of the kind of music you want
—when you want it!

No less important is the CAPEH ARI tone
quality—full, rich, vibrant with life and color;

SECURITY TRUST CO.

faithful accuracy that brings out the best in the

wealth of musical entertainment placed at your
disposal by modern recordings.

Rockland

Union

Camden

Rockport

Vinalhaven

Warren

Radio in Combination if Desired

Maine Music Co.
Rockland, Maine

the domestic supply in eastern ports.
This is a clear indication of the seri
ousness of this foreign competition.”
Agreeing that it is largely a prob
lem of the eastern seaboard. Repre
sentative White concluded. “If there
is no harm done to the rest of the
country by the imposition of this
duty, and figures demonstrate that
the people of the Middle West will
not suffer from it. I can see no rea-

We, the undersigned, favoring the generally adopted
plan for summer time as observed in many Maine cities and
towns including Augusta, Auburn, Bar Harbor, Bath, Bid
deford, Gardiner, Hallowell, Kennebunkport, Waterville,
Lewiston, Skowhegan, Old Orchard, Portland, Rumford,
Saco, Sanford-Springvale, South Portland and other cities,
hereby indicate our willingness to follow the summer time
schedule from the first Sunday in May to Sunday, Sept. 21,
1930, and agree lo set our clocks ahead one hour in our
places of business.

“If we permit these foreign im
portations to continue, if we drive
ARTHUR F. LAMB
these eastern plants out of the mar SPEAR'S SHOE STORE
FOSTER TRANSFER CO.
ket. we of the east would face the j BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
EASTERN FURNITURE CO.
necessity of buying foreign eenient SENTER CRANE COMPANY
YOUNG'S MARKET
altogether or getting our cement BURPEE 4 LAMB
LEMUEL A. GRANT 4 SON
from the interior and paying heavy FULLER-COBB DAVIS
HARRY M. FLINT
freight rates on the long haul. There COMERY & MAY
C. C. TIBBETTS
is no justifleation for forcing this KNOWLTON’S MARKET
LEON J. WHITE
VEAZIE HARDWARE CO.
alternative upon us.
ROCKLAND PHARMACY, Ino.
"Cement was protected by our tariff RALPH E. NUTT
CARINI’S FRUIT STORE
from 1890 until 1914. At that time W. I. AYER
CUTLER-COOK CO.
it went upon the fyee list. It was. HOMER E. ROBINSON
J. J. NEWBERRY CO.
however, protected in fact hy war DORMAN SHOE STORE
E. B. CROCKETT
conditions. It was not until 1923 H. H. CRIE & CO.
C. E. MORSE
SNOW MACHINE SHOP
that European nations again reached
ST. CLAIR 4 ALLEN
F. W W00LW0RTH CO.
that capaelty for production which
NEW ENGLAND TEL 4 TEL. CO.
gave them a substantia! exportable W. A. KENNEDY
F J. SIMONTON CO.
FRANK B. ALLEN
surplus. From 1923 on the importa
J. F. GREGORY 4 SON
tions of foreign cement have seri ARTHUR SHEA CO.
A. 4 P. STORES
ously prejudiced American manu THE COURIER-GAZETTE
CLOVERDALE
facturers located near or along our MARGARET E. NUTT
J. A. JAMESON CO.
GEORGE A. WOOSTER
seaboard. It is these manufacturers
GILLEY 4 DUNCAN
that feel directly and seriously tiie W. H. GLOVER CO.
E. B. SPEAR 4 CO.
J. C. PERRY
impact of foreign competition.
WILLOW STREET MARKET
M. R. PILLSBURY
“Of all the cement imported ap
JOHN BIRD 4 CO.
H. P. BLODGETT
proximately 75 per cent comes from
H. H. FLINT 4 CO.
BOSTON SHOE STORE
Beig’um. The labor costs there are HOWARD 4 BROWN
F. A. STANLEY
one-fourth those of the United CHISHOLM BROS.
LEWIS ROKES
States: the total manufacturing costs
GLEN DEN NIN G'S MARKET
E. F. BERRY
are about one-half our costs. In J. N. SOUTHARD
R. 4 R. LIME CORP.
terms of dollars, cement manu CORNER DRUG STORE, Inc.
PARK STREET CAFE
factured in the mills in the United FRANK A. TIRRELL, JR.
ROCKLAND GARAGE CO.
States adjacent to our Atlantic sea DR. R. L. STRATTON
CLARENCE E. DANIELS
board cost 73 cents per barrel more A. H. ROGERS
V. A. LEACH
than eenient costs the manufacturer ROSEWAY BEAUTY SHOPPE
L. E. BLACKINGTON
in Belgium.
This excess of cost CRIE HARDWARE CO.
B. L. SEGAL
varies considerably but the 73 rents M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
A. P. BLAISDELL CO.
represents an average differential of A. C. McLOON CO.
FLINT'S MARKET
cost against us.
MILLIGAN'S
JOHN WATTS
In 192S there were 157 privately G. W. PALMER & SON
McDOUGALL-LADD CO.
| owned cement plants in this country JOHN A. KARL 4 CO.
J. F. COOPER
, in 32 of our states. They gave em
LIVINGSTON MANUFACTURING CO.
ployment to about 42,009 men. Tiie
cement industry is a consumer as
Owing to tiie hastiness with which preference, whether for retention of
well as a producer. It is one of the the daylight saving plans were the standard time schedule, or the
largest users of bituminous coal in
the United States; it is the third promulgated there was naturally adoption of the plan which meant
largest rail shipper of manufactured much confusion in this city yester- j opening and closing one hour earlier,
products: it is tenth'in the amount day. but tins situation is being rapid- ! The replies were very conclusive—
of electricity consumed. All that ly clarified.
i 767 for daylight and 150 for standard.
part of this industry dependent upon
Tiie chief hone of contention yes- i How this result was reached will in
a seaboard market is put in jeopardy
terday was tiie schools. They nat- : tercst readers:
by foreign importations.
This foreign cement enters the orally had to open on standard time
Daylight Standard
United States through 13 American
4
12
Camden iStreet,
ports and in 12 of tiie IS the American
27
79
mills sold their cement at less thjj.ii. notify parents and. children of the Tyjpr Building,
1
3
the delivered cost: of IS.000.000 bar change which had been made in the Benner Hill,
rels sold at seaboard III competition business section. Supt. E. L Toner Highlands,
5
10
with foreign cement all of 15.000,000 provided the students with question High School.
27
270
barrels was sold at an actual loss.
13
naires
to
lie
presented
to
the
parents
129
Junior
High.
“In the face of these facts It is
29
123
difflcujt to see justifleation for the who were asked to express tlieir McLain Building,
withholding of tariff protection from
15
29
Grace Street,
| tliis industry.
MAY TERM BEGINS
25
100
Purchase Street,
"It is vital to the establishments
4
12 '
Crescent Street
along our seaboard. Those directly
While the canvass was in progress
i concerned ill the industry believe that Everything Points To a Short
a duty of 22 cents per hundred pounds
Session of Knox County Hie Forty Club was passing unani
was necessary to put them nn a com
mously a resolution asking Mayor
Superior Court
petitive basis witli foreign cement.
Richardson, as chairman of the
Tiie eight cent rate carried in the
Superior Court. Justice George H. School Board, to adopt the summer
House hill will fall short of tiie rea
sonable needs of this American en Worster of Bangor, presiding, was time schedule in the city schools.
terprise but it will be of some bene getting under way for the May term
when this paper went to press. The This was so voted by the City Gov
fit and we should unhesitatingly and
present outlook is for a short session, ernment la.st night, and Supt. Toner
ungrudgingly vote for it.
“Here is an opportunity to apply lujt this is a matter nobody can ever announces that commencing Wed
tiie principle of protection without sufely predict.
The cliftplaln was Rev. George 11 nesday morning schools will open and
prejudice to any interest in tiie
Welch, pastor of the Vniversalist close one hour earlier.
United States and to tile distinct ad
Most of the churches have already
vantage of those invoking this aid. (’h urch.
The grand jurors began work at
I urge tiie retention of the House late
announced that services will be held
once, but the traverse jurors will not
in the interest of American capital
on the summer time schedule com
report until Thursday.
and of American workers.”
Comparatively few divorce eases mencing next Sunday.
are pending. The list as made up thi'*'
WALKER HELD 'EM
morning shows tiie following ready
__
,t
A NEW ICE CREAM
for hearing:
Rockport High Loses Sea Emma iM. Murphy of Camden from
Jesse E. Murphy of Attleboro, Mass, Chisholm's Spa Is Introduc
son s First League Game married at Boston Nov. 9. 1911: gross
ing Delicious New Product
and confirmed habits of intoxication
In Thomaston
and non-support. Libellant asks for
Today
custody of Bernard A., minor child.
Walker held Rockport to five lilts Peirrv for libellant.
Chisholm's Spa will tomorrow
at Thomaston Saturday afternoon
Charles L. Hurd of Rockland from
and Thomaston High won the first Edith M. Hurd of parts unknown, afternoon from 2 to 5 o’clock present
game of the season in tiie Knox and married at Mount Desort Dee. 8. samples of its new ice creams and
Lincoln League. “Doug" also fanned 1919; desertion. Miller for libellant. sherbets to all and sundry in order
to introduce the new product. The
12 of tiie visiting batsmen. •Campbell
Jamieson I’. Spear of Rockland
held high carnival with tiie ash. from Herbert I-’. Spear of parts un decision to manufacture their own
making five hits, four of which were known. married at Rockport July 1, creams was made with the intention
two-baggers.
Stow, tiie Rockport 1916; cruel and abusive treatment and of bringing even better satisfaction
to the Spa patrons
catcher made a pair of doubles. The non-support.
Libellant asks for
In the basement an immaculate
score:
custody of minor child. 'Dorothy >W. manufacturing room has been estab
Thomaston High
aged 10 years. Campbell for libel lished 'with a huge brine tank and all
all r li po
lant.
modern machinery. The refrigera
Felt, 3b ................... 5 4 2 4
Enos H. Verge from Harriet* E. tion is entirely automatic and the
Fales, lb ................ 4 1 2 6
Verge of Thomaston, married at St. frozen cream automatically empties
Campbell, if ........... 5 2 5 0
George June 25. 1910: cruel and itself when finished from freezer to
I’ay, cf .................... 5 0 1 0
abusive treatment and adultery. storage cans, untouched hy human
-Morgan, rf................ 4 0 2 0
Libellant asks for custody of minor hands. It then is set for several
Stevens, ss ............ 4 0 1 1
children, Evelyn, age 15 years, Wood- hours in the tank t'o harden.
Libby, c .................... 4 0 1 12
row age 13 years: and Enos, Jr., age
The formulas have been carefully
Feylcr. 21) ................ 5 0
I years. Thompson for libellant.
tested and are delightful, all flavors
Walker, p ................ 4 2
Albert \V. Wilson of Rockland from and sherbets being included. The
Sadie Wilson of Rockport, married creams will be made daily and a com
Total ..................... 40 9 1
at Rockland November 9, 1928; statu plete service rendered.—adv.
Rockport High
tory cause and cruel and abusive
|m a
ab
treatment. Libellant asks for custody
Stow, c ..................... 4
8 2
< f minor child, Virginia A. age one YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Collamore, 3b ... .. 4
4 1
year. Tirrell for libellant.
SONG
Ingraham. Ill ......... 4
5 0
Alma M. Sawyer from Maurice T.
is ever h song somewhere, my dear.
K. Crockett.
Sawyer of Thomaston, married at There
There is ever a something sings alway ;
Gardiner, cf
Presque Isle, Feb. 15. 1919; cruel and There's the song of the lark when the Skies are
Miller. 2b ....
clear.
abusive treatment. Libellant asks for
And the song of the thrush when the skies
Clough, rf ....
custody of minor children, Lavonne
are gray.
Snow, If .....
age 9, Harold age 8, Dana ago 6; Tir
Hall, ss .......
The sunshine showers across the grain.
rell for libellant.
And the bluebird trills In the orchard tree;
Eben Y. Hastings from Theora And
in and out. when the eaves drip rain.
Total ................... 32 3 5 24 9 3 Lindsey Hastings of Rockland, mar
The swallows are twittering ceaselessly.
Two base hits. Campbell 4. Stow 2. ried at Thomaston May 2, 1914; cruel
Is ever a song somewhere, my dear.
Felt, Morgan. Walker. Struckout, ofl and abusive treatment and adultery. There
Be the skies above or dark or fair;
Walker 12; Crockett 7.
Smalley for libellant.
There is ever a song that our hearts may hear—
• • * *
Genevieve E. Garland from A than There Is ever a song somewhere, my dear—
There is ever a song somewhere!
Thomaston plays a league game at C. Garland of Rockland, married at
Camden this afternoon at 3 o’clock. Rockland. June 17, 1926; adultery, There is ever a song somewhere, niy dear,
In the midnight black or the midday blue;
Tliis game was originally scheduled non-support and cruel and abusive
robin pipes when the sun 1s here.
for Wednesday. Thomaston plays in treatment. Libellant asks to resumd The
And the cricket chirrups the whole night
Vinalhaven Saturday.
her maiden name, Genevieve E.
through.
• * • •
Phelps. Miller for libellant.
buds may blow and the fruit may grow,
There was a happy lot of hall
Elizabeth H. 'Barton of Rockland The
And the autumn leaves drop crisp and sere;
players in Union Saturday, when tiie from Alonzo F. Barton of Isle au But whether the sun. or the rain, or the snow.
There Is ever a song somewhere, my dear.
High School team representing that Haut. married at Stonington. March
town defeated Camden High 9 lo 1.
30. 1901; cruel and abusive treatment There is ever a song somewhere, my dear.
• • • •
and non-support. Libellant asks for
Be the skies above or dark or fair;
Vinalhaven High plays in Rockland custody of minor children Paul H. There is ever a song that our hearts may hear—
Is ever a <ong somewhere, my dear_
tomorrow afternoon, it being tlieir age 10 years and Alice E. age 7 years. There
There is ever a song somewhere!
first league game.
Paycon for libellant,
,
—James Whitcomb Kt ley.
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white is honored

THOMASTON MAKES A GAIN

‘ON MY SET’

Maine Congressman Is Made
Member of International Population Nearly 200 Larger Under New Enumeration—
Isle au Haut and Criehaven Returns
Radio Council

Personally .pRpe?r'ed'V.nV .^LyddiV/ who
OB oath declared that he Is Tressman in the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
issue of this paper of (May :t. 1930, there was
printed a total of €375 copies.
Before me.
FRANK B. MILLER,
Notary Public.

Congressman White chairman of
Thomaston’s new population fig has shown a steady drop in populaBehold, how good and how pleasant the House committee on merchant
It is for brethren to dwell together In marine, and author of the radio act ures are very gratifying for they | tion since 1880. and now lias but 77
now in force, has been notified by the show that the town gained almost 201) inhabitants according to the recently
unity.—Psalm 333:1.
International Committee on Com in the last decade. Thomaston now i completed census. No farms were
munications that at the assembly of has 2212 inhabitants as compared enumerated. The comparative fig
The unemployment situation in the organization recently held in with 2019 in 1920. Supervisor Walton ures are:
Maine has shown a decided improve Paris he had been unanimously elect explains that the enumeration for this
1880
274
1890
206
ment the past month, according to ed to membership in the council of town includes the' population of the
194)0
the committee. This council is the Maine State Prison. The number of
182
the State Labor Commissioner, about
farms is 88. Here are the compara
DM
executive body of the organization.
160
the only exception being in the
1920
Congressman White is already tive census figures commencing with
102
1930
woolen centers where many persons president of the American section of 1790:
1790
799
are still idle or working on short tlie organization, being internation
1801)
ally known as an authority on radio.
1402
The population of Ragged Island,
time. A deal of comfort is derived Radio becomes within the Jurisdiction
1810
2100
as it was originally known, but 'which
from the large number of building of the House committee because
1820
2651
is now the p’antation of Criehaven,
1830
4231
is 67, a •gain of four over the preced
permits issued and from the fact that originally most radios were on ships
1840
and so legislation regarding radio
6227
ing decade. The island has two farms
contracts for State road work will
was referred to the committee on
1850
2723
It was made a plantation in 1897, and
be let tomorrow.
Commissioner merchant
marine.
Congressman
1860
3620
subsequent census enumerations have
Beals calls attention to the following White has served as representative
1870
shown these figures:
3092
on several international conferences
1880
3017
1900
47
bright spots:
on communications, including a con- I
1890
1910
3009
46
The driving season, now opening, ference at Geneva last summer wher •
1900
2688
1920
63
will furnish employment to all experi legislators and lawyers from all over
1910
2205
1930
67
enced drivers available. Peeled pulp the world discussed legislation relat- !
1920
2019
camps will start operations about lug to communications.
1930
2212
The population of Jefferson (Lin
May 15, with prospects that the deThe notification received by Con- i
coln County) is given as 883, a loss of
mand for woodsmen will far exceed gressman White of election to the inThe town of Ule au Haut. which 31 since 1920. The town has 204
the supply.
1 ternational council concludes quaint- was annexed to Knox County in 1913, farms.
Sardine factories, from Calais to ]v with “felicitations and best sentiPortland, are ready for the season’s i ments” from the secretary of the orwork, and as soon as fish are avail- , ganization.
SENIORS WON TRACK MEET
able, will furnish employment to ap
Tiie House has passed the White !
proximately 5000 employes. Demand bill providing for certain technical
for farm help is increasing.
and procedural matters in connection |
The steel shipyard at Bath con with the administration of the White Juniors Were the Runners-Up But Thirty Points Asterntinues to add new employes with radio act which Congressman White
Good Varsity Team Promised
■steady work ove r a long/ period considered very necessary.
assured.
The cement plant at Thomaston
PINE TREE COUNCIL
The senior class copped the inter- hurdles, won by Oliver of the seniors;
running to full output capacity
Construction work and grading at c.
i,
a
id „
, class track meet at Knox Trotting 2d. Hooper of the freshmen.
Mile run: won by Mazzeo of the
yyman dam. and construction of stages Its Annual Kally and Park Saturday afternoon by rolling
seniors; 2d. Paladino of the freshmen;
buildings and installation of machin
Some
Very
Lively
Con

up
a
total
of
7S'/j
points,
their
nearest
3d. Merriam of the seniors.
ery at the Seaboard paper mill in
rival being the Juniors, who took
tests Result
Two hundred and twenty yard dash,
Bucksport, will continue to furnish
employment to large crews through
second place by getting 48 points. a tie between three seniors, giving
the summer.
The annual rally of the Pine Tree The'' freshmen were next with 23 the class nine points.
Two hundred and twenty yard dasli
I reliminary work on the new docks Council, Boy Scouts of America, was
points, while the sophomores were on for girls, a tie between Howard of the
and warehouses to be constructed at held Saturday. A large number of
Portland by the Portland Terminal the Scouts however, decided to camp the tailend with 20*4 points.
sophomores and Witham of the
Company is now going on. Material overnight and left Rockland Friday
Accardi of the seniors was high seniors.
for buildings and docks is arriving evening, camping at the Park. A man. making 2W4 of his class' points,
Two hundred and twenty yard
and actual construction work on this campfire was held in the evening' while Mazzeo of the same class was hurdles, won by Moore, juniors; 2d.
$-.000,000 project will be started with an appropriate program.
next with 12 points Edna Howard Ingraham of the sophomores.
At 9 o'clock Saturday morning the ! of the sophomore class was high for
shortly.
Two hundred and twenty yard
: contests were run off, commencing the girls, making 14H of her class' hurdles for girls, won by Howard of
That's good advice that Commis- wjth the 100 >'ar<1 <Tab race which 2014 points. Mildred Witham of the the sophomores; 2d. Witham of the
sioner Stobie offers to fish and game '
op*n tO a“ Scout9' First prize seniors was next in the feminine line seniors.
was won by Lawrence Crane; second for high honors, with a total of 104
Half mile run. won by Paladino of
wardens. The nearer the Wardens prize by Maurice Shepard.
the freshmen; 2d. Merriam of the
points.
come to being real sportsmen in their
In the staff throw, the winning
One of the outstanding events in seniors; 3d. La wry of the juniors.
High jump, won by M Duncan of
dealings with the public, the better Scout was Merton Haskell of Troop the meet was Murphy's heave of the
results you can expect to obtain in ’ "ho thre"' the stafr
few' Sec' Javelin for a distance of 120 feet 6 the juniors; I,. Bickmore and Steve
ond prize was won by Wilbu. Connon, inches. Maurice Duncan of the junior Accardi of the seniors were tied for
the prevention and apprehension of who threw 73 feet.
class took the high jump, leaping second place, while Mazzeo of the
violations, Mr. Stobie says, and he
The potato race was won by Robert exactly live feet. In the 220 yard seniors took third place.
points out that "prevention of viola- Allen of Troop 6. his time being 35 dash Kennedy Crane of the seniors
Pole vault, won by the senior class.
tion rather than prosecution should |
P*1'
T" by was leading by ten yards at the finish. Aeeardi, Bickmore and Mazzeo all
Malcolm Haskell in 36 seconds.
He held his hands behind him and two tied.
he our aim because in that attitude
The judging contest was won by of his classmates. Oliver and Mazzeo,
Broad jump, won by Ellingwood of
we can see the true creed of sports William Glover, who guessed 123^6 took hold of them, and the three the juniors; 2d, Hooper of the fresh
manship. The effectiveness of anv yards on a distance of 125 yards; crossed the finish line at the same men; 3d. Merriam of the seniors.
time netting nine points for the
Discus throw, won by Accardi of
1..enforcement
( S"n ,.F
b’'
seniors. Dyer of the seniors did the the seniors; 2d, Ingraham of the
measured more or less by the viola
Paul Morgan of- Troop 10. won the 100-yard
run
in
11.4 seconds. sophomores; 3d Ellingwood of the
tions that fail to occur rather than by fire-by-friotion contest. Carlton Rip Ellingwood of the Juniors carried juniors.
the vast number of prosecutions that ley came fn a close second.
off the running broad jump with a
Hammer throw, won by Accardi of
The firemen’s life relay carry was leap of 17 feet 2 inches
the seniors; 2d. Rounds of the seniors;
may be forced upon him. This be captured by Troop 6.
A triangular meet between Rock 3d, Crane of the seniors.
comes especially true when the sub
The whittling contest was won by land, Camden and Lincoln Academy
Putting the shot, won by Harold
ject of the law in our vast natural Wilbur Cunrun; Maurice Shepard of will be held Friday, May 23. and Snowman of the juniors; 2d. Accardi
resources is held in equal and com Troop 2 coming in second.
Judging from some of the events yes of the seniors; 3d, Ellingwood of the
The greatest number of points was terday the Orange and Black will Juniors
mon trust by the entire people of our
scored by Troop 6. a total of 45 -point? I put a strong team on the field.
Putting shot for girls, won by
State.” Advice of this sort could be for a troop award.
The summary of Saturday's events: Bernice Smith of the juniors: 2d.
Prizes were compasses and firstprofitably followed by any depart
One hundred yard dash, won by Joyce of the freshmen; 3d, won by
ment. but it seems to apply with es aid kits. The events were in charge Fred Dyer of the seniors; 2d, Moore of Piper of the freshmen.
of Scout Executive Thompson and ' the juniors; 3d, Crane of the seniors.
Javelin throw, won by Murphy of
pecial force to the laws governing the Deputy Commissioner Whittemore.
One hundred yard dash for girls, won the juniors; 2d, Accardi of the
great outdoors, and courtesy rightly
Troop 6 challenged Troop 1 to base by Edna Howard of the sophomores; seniors; 3d. Snowman of the juniors.
applied may produce new supporters ball. winning a 7-inninggame with a 2d. Mildred Witham of the seniors.
Baseball throw for girls, won by
score of 6 to 1.
«1 fish and game Interests.
Half-mile relay race, won by the Piper of the freshmen; 2d. Magune
of the juniors; 3d, Wasgatt of the
seniors; juniors 2d.
LOCAL FIRM WINS
One hundred and twenty yard juniors.
As might have been expected there
was a deal of confusion in the city
Sunday and yesterday, due to the fact I
that the time question had not fully I

tesolved itself. The committee working for summer time did not compiete its efforts in season to have the
,
t
.
,,
church folks notified, and by the
same token it was too late to decide
upon a plan of action for the schools.
Several of the churches have already
announced their intention of adopt
ing the daylight system next Sunday
and by that time it is quite certain
,
,, - ..
•!< v l ,.r,,i
that all of the services will be based
on that schedule. Business houses
and industrial concerns are nearly a
unit for the modern method and in

Corner Drug Store, Inc., Se THE MAN FROM OSLO
cures the Celebrated New
j
Meets “Spider" Carleton in
Formula
----Tomorrow Night’s Big
,|T°ca' rilizens who have heard of
thc amazing results which have been
Boxing Match
accomplished by Sargon will be inter-

due time the system will be operating
smoothly. Meanwhile a hit of patience must be exercised. The out......
.
.
standing thing to remember is that
had Rockland remained under standard time it would have been like a
cat in a strange attic, for practically
the whole of the eastern country is
operating on summer time.

ested in the important announcement
that this new and scientific formula
can now be obtained in this city.
Manufacturers of this revolutionary
medicine have followed out the policy
of selecting outstanding firms as exI f'usJve agents in every city where
has been introduced.
Leadins
; (,rugglsts everywhere have acclaimed
; it as a triumph in the field of modern
! chemistry and have been eager to be
j
the flrst t0 supply it to their

Never before in the history of the
world lias the progress of Medical
' Frience been so rapid. One importiant discovery after another has been
ma(,„ whf{.h wJn
a fa,..rf.a(.hlng
I effect upon the health and well-being
of mankind. Some of these discovcries are startling in the extreme and
absolutely disprove many of the lieliefs. practices and theories we have
known for a life-time.
As scientific investigators learn
With his duties well performed more and more about the human
J anatomy, the practice of medicine
Congressman White is coming back
changes—the old is discarded for the
to Maine to prosecute the campaign new.
As a result of this world-wide
for the Senatorial nomination which
was interrupted when the Nation's medical research, Science lias learned
that good health is largely governed
business called. The popular Con and maintained by three vital organs
gressman came out of Washington and fluids of the body.
What is more important, we have
with the best wishes that his coi,
,, bestow,
. ,
leagues
could
andit,,
will resume learned that these organs and
«uu fluids
uum.
°
ran often he aided and strengthened
work In a territory which is said to , by certain basic elements,
be increasingly receptive to his
Having knowledge of these imclaims—and particularly the claim i l'Ortunt discoveries, one of America's
leading- bio-chemists succeeded, after
which arises from long and
■ two and one-half years of laboratory
tinguished service.
i research. In combining many of these
] basic elements in one formula—
Mrs. H. F. Drummond, of Bangor, which may‘well he considered one of
chairman of the State Federation of the greatest health-sustaining reme
Music Clubs Convention at Bangor dies of the age.
•It is called Sargon. This formula
May 15-16-17 is asking that an imme
diate statement of delegates and and tiie formula for Sargon Soft Mass
club members who are to attend the l’ills. which are an essential and in
luncheons, etc., he sent her. These tegral part of the treatment, are the
include: Thursday evening supper. properly of the Sargon Laboratories
$1: Friday noon luncheon. Si: Fri and can he obtained by no other firm
day evening banquet, $1.50; Junior or individual in the world.
This new Scientific treatment.
luncheon, Saturday noon. 50 cents.
Delegates and members of the Rubin Which represents much of our latest
stein Club and (Senior Harmony Club knowledge on modern therapy, has
who plan to attend any nr all of these been acclaimed by druggists through
are requested to notify Mrs. Faith 4,. out America as a triumph in the field
Berry; those of the Junior Harmony of pharmaceutical chemistry.
With tiie needs ot their customers
Club are to notify Mrs. Leola F.
Js'oyes, Orange street. iMrs. I’.ci ry and uppi rniust in their minds, leading
drugists everywhere have been eager
Mrs. Noyes must have these
rangements in hand by Thursday of to lie among the first to supply it to
reservations.

Mrs. Drummond also

tills week, as Mrs. Drummond has
given May 10 as closing date fur
etresses tlie importance of making
jot m reservations as soon as possible.

FAME OF SARGON
Over a Million Bottles a Year
Now Being Sold In This
Country

A flickering dial light, and some
rather uncanny noises on the
low wave stations caused me
seme annoyance Sunday night,
but had I known, as I did later,
that the heavens were illuminated
with an unusual display of
Northern Lights, the mystery
would have been quickly ex
plained. The reception on WEEI
was very good—better in tact
than I had ever known it to be
when Aurora Borealis was having
a tantrum.

The Seth Parker rural sketch,
with scene laid at Jonesport, was
productive of some goo<i singing
Sunday night. The rendition of
'Throw
Out
the
Life-Line”
brought back memories of the
kindly paster who wrote the
hymn, and who has 3ince passed
to his reward.
Will Rogers found an excellent
subject for his keen humor Sun
day night in the person of Al
Smith, whoso magnetic person
ality made him such a conspicu
ous figure in the last Presidential
campaign. “But I believe Hoover
will make goed,” said Will, “and
if he does the Democrats had
better save their money until
1936.” Rogers’ subject next Sun
day night will be the Prince of
Wales, and it will pay everybody
to tune in and hear what the
great humorist has to say about
the globe-trotting son of a King.

CHEERS FOR PHILBRICK

Rockland Veteran Urged Belfast To
Retain Charter Till Last Man Is
Gene.

At the May meeting of the Wa,do
County Veterans’ Association the
suitimcnt ran very high against tlie
disbanding of Thomas it. Marshall
l’ost of Belfast and member of t'ae
County Association. Son e time ago
the little band of veterans voted to
disband and turn the Memorial 'Buihlj ing back to the city of Belfast, acj cording to the terms on which it was
built, the veterans feeling that they
were too old and too few to carry cn
the wnrg.
At the meeting Saturday State
I Senior Vice Commander Philbrick of
! Rockland
spoke
very
strongly
I against such an action, calling on tlie
men to hold out until the last man
| stood along, not to retreat until the
lact ditch was taken. He was re
ceived witli cheers by the large num' her of out of town veterans and by

When Sargon was first given to the
world, well known authorities pre
dicted It would become one of the
great
outstanding health - giving
remedies of the age, hut the men of
science who labored for years to per
fect it little dreamed it would be
come a household word in so short a
time.
According to the statements of
people everywhere who have actu
ally put It to the test, it is restoring
literally hundreds of thousands of
Weak, rundown, half-sick, discour
aged men and women by some of the
latest and most advanced methods
known to Medical Science
The demand for Saigon is probably
without parallel in the history of the
drug trade. In the ptate of Cali
fornia alone, it will require over one
million bottles to supply the people of
California during the first 12 months
I =====================
after it was placed on sale.
One big New York firm, with whole j sections have been correspondingly
sale houses In leading cities, have ‘ large.
sold and distributed 908,184 bottles in j Back of Sargon's'triumph in tlie
the past eight months, or at the rate I drug stores is Sargon’s triumph in
of one million and a quarter bottles j the homes. When a £u(fering man or
' woman finds a medicine that helps
per year.
Kansas City wholesale and retail them, they invariably tell their
firms have sold and distributed over friends about it, and in this way the
300.000 bottles within 12 months, or fame of Sargon is spreading from
an average of almost one bottle for coast to coast, sweeping the country
every family in the State of Kansas. like a great tidal wave.
Texas dealers required nirte car
No matter where you go — Nortli
loads the first four months. In tlie East, Soutli or West—Sargon is
Northwest, the Twin Cities of Minne | bringing health to thousands, and
apolis and St. Paul have been sell ; many foreign countries are now claming at the rate of over $100,000 per i oring for it. Sargon may be obtained
year, to say nothing of the immense ] in Rockland from The Corner Drug
wholesale distribution. Sales in other Stor'-, Inc.—adv.
55-lt

the 'allied organizations of Belfast'
iwne of wh in appear to lie in favor
of the Post disbanding. The Sons)
and Daughters of Veterans and the
Auxiliary and Ladies of the G A R.
are all willing to carry on and it is
believed that the charter cannot he
surrendered until the last charter
member has signed for it, and this
has not been done.

NEXT
WEEK

with

the Screen's Sweetest
Lovebirds in a bright
Movietone Romance..

JANET GAYNOR
CHARLES FARRELL

. STRAND
THEATRE

Nobody
ever
heard
“Blue
Danube” sung in quite the fashion
that Mary Lewis sang it during
the Atwater Kent hour Sunday
night, and it was quite easy to be
lieve the announcer’s statement
that she had been the victim of
an ill turn.
Everybody tuned in on WNAC
Sunday night to hear Lindbergh.
According to an explanation made
yesterday the only reason he
didn’t broadcast was that he had
not been requested to do so.

The Whiteman-Old Gold Or
chestra which has been one of the
stellar attractions over the Co
lumbia netwerk will play its con
cluding radio concert tonight over
WNAC at 9 o’clock (D. S. time).
The feature of the farewell pro
gram will be the rendition of “The
Stein Song,’’ the melody dearest
to the hearts of the students and
alumni of the University of
Maine.
This will be the first
time this famous number has ever
been included in the WhitemanOld Gold program, and is done so
in response to a flood of requests
for its presentation from all over
the country. Mr. Whiteman him
self has personally prepared a
special arrangement of the num
ber.

A Shipping Board steamer on which
Frank Campbell, a Rockland boy, is
an official, recently touched nt the
port of Palermo in Italy. Mr. Camp
bell improved the opportunity to call
upon another Rockland boy. David
H. Buffum, who is vice consul there,
and you may be sure that it was a
' Golden Rod Chapter. O.E.S.. meets happy talk-fest witli Rockland being
mentioned about every other word.
Friday evening, with supper at 6.

Wa Ik-Over

Gene Madison who is to box Johnny
j Carleton here tomorrow night was
to niee: Battling Therrien at Augusta
last Friday night, but as Therrien
|
was not able, to be there. Red Grange
was substituted. Grange, as every
body knows, is a hard man to fight
but Madison with a vicious right was
1 able to keep ahead of h-im all the way,
and it "Spider" ever runs into that
'
’ mitt It will be all over hut the count
ing. While Carleton is perhaips the
best boxer he does not look to be as
lit as Madison and does not hit as
hard, it should be. however, some
mixup from start to finish.
Jack Renault, with a big bunch of
his Lewiston followers, will be on
! hand, and it would please him much
to take Bud’s measure in Rockland, as
i Bud aspires to get a crack at his
brother, Paul, Junior, in the near fu
ture. Many of Fisher’s friends think
i he can handle him right now. If
' Renault should hang it onto Bud.
I however, it would be of no use for
j him to go after Paul, Junior. This
bout should tell the story.
I The three best preliminaries ever i
seen in Rockland will be presented
The hoys are all well matched and
raring to go.
CHILD HEALTH DAY

Interest in the Community Child
Health Day program for Friday is
growing, through the kindly co-op
eration of thd Merchants’ Association
and the Farm Bureau. A long list of
attractive prizes and souvenirs will
be given away. Already a goodly
number have entered their names for
the baby carriage parade. Mrs. Milton Griffin will be glad to talk with
anyone interested and take names of
entrants. All mothers are invited
to attend the mothers' meeting in the
American Legion rooms, at 3 o'clock,
following the baby parade. Go and
take the small children. All parents
are urged to attend the illustrated
lecture to be given in the High
School Auditorium Friday evening.
Committees in charge are: Mrs. Clara
B. Emery, county superintendent
Child Welfare. W.C.T.U., general
chairman; Mrs. Susie Lamb, superin
tendent Child Welfare Department.
American Legion Auxiliary; Mrs.
Milton Griffin, baby parade; Mrs.
Evelyn Sherman, Mrs. Susie Lamb
and Mrs. Grace Ludwick. prizes; Mrs.
Eliza Plummer, program; Miss Ada
ihelr trade.
Tib exclusive agency for Sargon and Young. Mrs. Erwin .Haskell anil Mrs.
Sargon Soft Mass Pills for this city Clara Emery, posters; Mrs. May
and section lias been awarded to Tlie Flanagan and Supt. Toner, ParentTeacher lecture.
,
• Corner Di ug Store, Inc.—adv.

Evcry-C ther-Day

i*

A Better, More Satisfactory Service
We feel that by making Our Own Ice Creams and Sherbets, Daily
from Choice Selected Formulas, we can better please our patrons.
To introduce the new product we will give

Breeze through warm weather in these Walk-Overs
that let the breeze through. Unlined and ventilated
by "clear-through" perforations. No counter (noth

FREE SAMPLES OF
ICE CREAM
2.0G TO 5.(10 P. M. WEDNESDAY .
Every Effort Will Be Made To Meet Your Favor With This
Si: !
Product
?

ing stiff around your ankle). Soft toe. Cross-woven
forepart. Fibre spring heel. Flexible sole. Brown-andbeige calf or black calf and white Elko. As adver

tised in Collier's and Country Gentleman.

$5.00
Other Sport Shoes $4.50, $5.00, $6.00

McLAIN SHOE STORE
ROCKLAND, ME.
ASK

ABOUT

MAIN

SPRING

ARCH

SHOES

Chisholm’s Spa

Every-Other-Day
TAI If />IJ TUI? THUZN
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Miriam Rebekah I^odge meets to-| The final ladies’ night of the seawith sapper at 6, and degree , son will be held tomorrow night at
the Elks home with unusually attrac
_
work,
tive features. E. B. MacAllister will
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Firemen’s Request For Increased Pay—Memorial To Mayor
Daniel •Cole, who is a steward don a be in charge.
May 6—Open meeting of Junior Harmony
yach:, left Camden Monday for New
Club.
Ulmer To Be Located In Gay Park
May 6—Knox County Superior Court con- York.
A welcome visitor at The Courier▼fc.nea.
Gazette office yesterday was Pete
May 6—Lincoln Baptist Association meeU !
at Littlefield Memorial Church.
I The managers of the Home for Moran, the Country Club golf pro
May "-Reception to Rev. and Mrs. 4«»e Aged Women will meet Thursday nt who reported the local season open
The City Government, in a more the Beard endorsed the opinion of Al
Kenderdine at the Methodist •Church.
„ _A . .
. ™
ing with unusual vigor.
economical mood last night, voted to derman Ralph P. Conant, that it
May 7—Annual meeting of Community —30 at the home of Mrs. F. W.
indefinitely table the firemen’s re would he much more convenient for Wj
Yacht Club at 7.30, City Council rooms.
i
-----May J—Arbor Day.
The Vinalhaven High - Rockland
Camden Commandery, K. T„ is to quest for additional pay, and re housekeepers to have tlie arrange-! JaLd
NOW GOING ON
NOW GOING ON
High baseball game tomorrow after- entertain St. John's Commandery of ferred to the commissioner of public ment tally with the plan in vogue
The works the request of laborers for an elsewhere in the city, pnd summer
May 10—Annual meeting Maine State Hand | noon at Community Park will be Bangor on ISt. John’s Day.
Engine League. Snow's hall. Water street.
nlnved at 4 o'cloek, fast time
Bangor iSir Knights have chartered increase of 50 cents a day.
' tim- for the schools was adopted
The response to our Fourth Birthday Sale is very gratifying. We have spent weeks
May 11—Mothers* Day.
There was rather a warm debate on ! ri
tenders made by C. 'W. Littlethe steamer J. T. Morse for that occa
May 11—National Hospital Day to he ob
planning values that should outdo anything Senter Crane has done before.
the petition of Spanish War Veterans jfirhifor the perpetual <• n«- «.f
Vesper, the ten-y-ear-old .son of sion.
served at Knox Hospital.
May 11—Observance of National Music George Haskell. Ash Point, Is at Knox
to rename Gay Park “Ralph Ulmer |the Charles E. Littlefield lot in i
You’ll find something new and thrilling every time you come to Senter Crane’s.
Week at Unlversalist Church.
The magnificent yacht Corsair Park'' in memory of tiie gallant A
for
May 15-17—State Federation of Music Clubs Hospital receiving treatment
perprtiini care of the ’William H.
built by the Bath Iron Works for J. Rockland soldier who served as
mastoid.
So Come Often!
meets In Bangor.
May 20-21—Spring Conference of Rotary
Pierpont Morgan, at a cost of major of volunteer Infantry at ] Littl. fh 1,1 lot in tliat cemetery—
International in Waterville.
May 22-Knox County Tri-district Sunday1 News
r lias been received here of the $2,006,666 Is scheduled to have trial Chfekamaug^ and died at the close were accepted. The J. .1. Wardwell
cemetery trust fund was also ac
School convention at Pratt Memorial iM. E. | sudden death in Portland of Mrs. on the Rockland course this week, of the war.
Church, Rockland.
Ellen Sartelle Garnett formerly of possibly tomorrow.
The idea found an active opponent cept, d.
June 3—Seventli annual campaign of tlie
Tlie favorable report on the order I
this city.
j in Alderman L. W. Kenner who ex
Rockland Community Chest.
George D. Hayden, a prominent pressed the belief that many North- for a sidewalk on Mechanic street j
June 13-14—Convention of 41st District,
Lions International, at tiie Samoset.
News has been received here of the resident of the Southend, died yes ■ end citizens would object to taking was accepted. An .adverse report
June 23—Children’s (Playground opens.
Cheek these prices over with any you have m cn one,'
death in Woolwich of Frank S. Head terday in hi s 94th year. Funeral away the name which land presented was made on the older f r a light on
June 23—Summer train schedule in effect,
formerly employed at the Maine Cen services at Masonic Temple Wednes to the city by the Gay heirs has al- Camden street.
versity of Maine.
Misses' sizes 16 to 20
at this sale only can you expect such prices
day at 2 o'clock standard time. | ways borne. The deeds were care
tral Station in this city,
Tlie petition of Everett L. Thomp
Women’s sizes 38 to 52
Weather This Week
Obituary deferred.
fully re-read and showed that the son and 25 others for aeeeptanee of
.66 Mums,
.39
.25 Colgate’s Dental,
The committee In charge of the
j land would revert to the heirs in case Lawn avenue as a public strict was
Weather outlook for week in North
$10.00
1
2.50
Coats,
Guimets
Bath
Salts,
.69
1.66
Talcums,
any
make,
1.60
The
banquet
of
the
Carr's
Ailey
charity
party
given
at
the
home
of
refi
rred
to
tlie
committee
i
n
public
it was used for anything hut a park,
and Middle Atlantic States: A period
.56 Non-npl,
12.50
.39
15.00,
.56 Hind’s Cream.
of showers will continue until tonight I Mrs- Frank W. Fuller is very grate- Bowling League at Hotel Rockland but Albert M . Hastings contended works.
L. Eugene Frost was appointed a
or Wednesday, then generally fair ful to the Elks for their generous Friday night will be served at 7.30. stoutly that it would still be a park,
.35 Odorono Liquid,
.24
1.66 Hind's Cream,
16.50
19.50,
daylight ’ime.
The mayor, alder and that It was the purpose of the special policeman to serve at the
the remainder of the week. Tern- donation.
1.66 Listerine,
.50 Palm Olivo Shampoo, .3)
19.50
24.50,
men,
city
marshal
,
sheriffs,
and
Spanish War Veterans to erect a Counts/ dull, and Charles M. Engelperature above normal Tuesday and
-----.56 Llsterine,
.50 Pepsuden-;,
.33
cooler the middle or latter part of
Mrs Martha Kalloeh who makes her Thomaston selectmen will be special flagstaff there and make numerous son as a special policeman to serve i
29.50
39.50,
.
guests.
,
.56 Ipana.
.50 Pebeco,
.33
the week.
home with the Cyrus Pinkham family
improvements, with a proper dedi at i he Underwood plant.
39.50
49.50,
--------------------- on Claremont street, broke three ribs
cation of the memorial on Memorial
These ballot and election clerks
.25 Kolynos,
.35 •Pond’s. Cream,
.23
The contest 'for the Stanley Tool Day. Replying to Alderman Benner's were appointed:
Charles M. Lawry contributes the Friday when an automobile in which
49.50
59.50,
.35 Lyon's Paste,
.15 Powder Puff; 3 fur
.25
Chest conducted by H. H. Crle & Co. argument that Major .Ulmer lived in
first strawberry blossom of the sea she was riding capsized In Hope.
Republican
.75
.35
Lyon
’
s
Powder,
Houbigant
’
s
Tai
•,
.59
59.50
69.50,
♦
and Crle Hardware Co. only lasts another section of the city, and sel
son.
’•w
Ward 1.—Evan Marston and II.
W. I I
b#J
.56 Mulslitled Cocoa Oil,
.50 Indent, No. 1 and 2,
.39
Walter Flanders, janitor at the • his month. The final day is May 31. dom visited the Northend Commander Keep.
One lot of fifty Dresses,
.35 Mums.
Bull Alcohol,
Haymond Duff is home from a Tyler building was surprised and A complete list of contestants ap Hustings said that he was a “h’s
.25
Ward 2—Mrs. Laura Maxey and
prints and plains, sizes 14
business trip through the Middle pleased to receive a May basket, pears in this issue.
enough man to be a citizen of the Doris Jordan.
filled with nuts and candles, from the
West.
whole town."
4.95
Ward 3.—Mrs. II. I,. Karl and Mrs Sl« to 44>
Fourth Grade while he was attending
"The Wellesley" at Ash Point and
The vote was 6 to 1 In favor of es Ella T. Cates.
^0 One lot of Wool and Tweed
Beach Inn at Lincolnville Beach tablishing the Ulmer memorial at
Donald Annis, who is in the U. S. to liis duties.
Ward 4.—Mrs. Goldie Munro and
were among the eating resorts which Gay 'Park.
Army at Fort McKinley, spent the
W. A. Hill.
- ' Dresses, sizes 14 to 44, 4.95
The house at 126 Limeroek street w<;re opened to the public Sunday.
weekend at his home on Broadway.
The following communication, adWith every 1.66 purchase of
Ward 5.—Fred 'll. Sanborn and L.
All 9.50 Dresses,
7.95
recently purchased by Wilbur S. Ball) are cheerfully recommended to on Tillson avenue the week of May
H. C. Wiggin.
Hudnul’s Toiletries, we give
The Y.P. B. will meet at the home Cross, is undergoing extensive re tourists as well as the transient trade 26. under the auspices of Battery G.
All 10.98 Dresses,
7.95
Ward 6.—Mrs. It. W. Brown and E.
free a box of
of Miss Margaret Robinson, Lake pairs and improvements which will from this locality.
C.A.C., was endorsed by a vote of J. Southard.
\ h' All 14.95 Dresses,
12.50
avenue at 7 p. m. Wednesday evening. probably require fully a month's time,
5 to 2, the opponents being AiderDU BARRY HOME TREATWard
7
Clarence
Wiley
and
Mis
I? All 16.50 Dresses,
12.50
after which Mr. Cross and family
The Lions Club avill lunch at the men Conant and Bartlett.
MET BEAUTY LINE
Nettie J'arrand.
usual hour (standard time) tomorrow,
June 3 is selected as the date of the will occupy It.
The following communieatlin, ad
Y
All'
25.00
Dresses,
18.50
Democrats
but at that meeting will be decided dressed to Mayor Rlchnrdson as
one-day campaign of the Community
Earl U. Chaples received news the question as to whether it will con chairman of the Board of Education
Ward 1.—Fred Mealey and Clar- */' Please note: Do not ask us
Chest’s seventh year.
Sunday of the death of his brother. form to the new summer time sched was read:
cnee lienigar.
—and there are many savings in all these lines
to let coats and dresses out
Ward 2.—Mrs. Cora L. Harad
The Central 'Maine Power Com Ralph H. Chaples. who had been ule.—Nomination of officers will he
"At the noon day duneheon of The
making
his
home
on
a
farm
in
Krem

and
J.
F.
Gregory.
made
at
the
regular
meeting
May
21.
pany's new electric sign was swung
Rockland Forty Club on Monday. May
on approval during this sale
(not advertised)
into position yesterday. It’s a daisy. lins, Colo., the past three years.
5. It was the sentiment of the fjltt'o, • Ward 3.—Mrs. Griice Tibbctt a n d
vjy
Remember, when we say “all” we
No details have been learned as to
The disappointment which was fell expressed by unanimous vote that Mrs George Clark.
CORSETS
TOILET SUNDRIES
here the other day when it was a communication he sent to you
Ward 4. Mrs. Lucia Burpee and .'Jy mean every dress—n<o dresses held
The Auxiliary of |Sons of Union funeral or burial.
back—the -sale includes half size
learned that Rockland High had been requesting that the schools of the Adnali Morey.
.UANDMERCmjEFS
LACES
Veterans meets Wednesday evening, '
----Xp'
dresses, extra -size .dresses up to
with supper at 6, Mrs. Emma Hall.
Axel Greenrnse, Northend boat defeated 9 to 1 by Lisbon Falls, is City of Rockland hereafter convene
Ward 5.—Forrest Cottrell
iBOOKS
RAYON UNDERWEAR
and
size
54.
Evening
dresses
and
gradu

chairman.
' builder, recently launched a hand- softened somewhat by the following at 7.30 and 12.30 instead of 8.30 and Simon IK. Hart. .
HOSIERY
BILK UNDERWEAR
-----some 40-foot pleasure boat for a Mr. item from the sporting eolumn of the 1.30 as at present, to conform to the
Ward 6.—Mrs. T. E. McInnis and al. a tion dresses; also all »ui-ts and
SHOES
KNIT UNDERWEAR
wo 1 dresses.
The Camden & Rockland Water .McDonald of North Haven. It is Bath Times:
general practice throughout the city." Mrs. Nellie Williams.
STATIONERY
FUR SCARFS
Co. was yesterday extending its serv equipped with a 50 h. p. Hermit
Ward 7.—Mrs. Effie Clark and E
Alderman Benner thought it a mis
Children’s Dresses all marked
Ids
“Had an errand down this way and take to change the school hours, but M. Tolman.
ice from the 6-inch main on Holmes engine. Mr. Greenrose is now build
SPORT WEAR
WASH GOODS
W down.
street to the Curtiss-Wright airport. ing a speed eraaft for New York par thought I would just drop in." Tiie
MEN'S
HOUSE DRESSES
ties. to be completed in July.
speaker was Stanley Boynton, son of
FURNISUNGS
BLANKETS
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Boynton of Lex
A special meeting of the nominat
FLIGHT
C.irjLI>REN’S AVEiXR
SPREADS
The MacWilliams homestead at ington. Mass., who yesterday made
ing committee of the EPW Club Is
called for Thursday evening at 7 The Highlands has been undergoing a brief call at the home of his aunt,
JEWELRY
A new item
Lem not pre
previously
TABLE LINENS
o’clock preparatory for the annual ex:en-'ive repairs and improvements, Mrs. E. I). Spear, Maple street. Mr.
advertised
FANCY LINEN
NOTION'S
meeting with takes place the first the work being done by R. L. Jones. Boynton Is an enthusiastic aviator E. Carl Moran, Jr., Adopts the Modern Travel Method In
DOMESTICS
Sizes
f
Pink
N
eckwear
Mr. and Mrs. J. Fred MacWilliams | and made the trip to Rockland by air
Thursday in June.
MITCIIEX NEEDS
Coming
Home
From
Missouri
36
to
44
White
GLOVES
come later in the summer to spend plane in about two hours.
HOUSEWARES
Tan
RIBBONS
DINNERWARE
Tlie auxiliary of Winslow-Holbrook their vacation there, hoping to occupy
Ture Crepe de Chine Silk
Edwin Libby Relief Corps will omit
Post American Legion gives its an it permanently in later years.
A thousand mile journey by air- plane at 12.IX p. in. AVedc i n and
the weekly supper Thursday, holding
nual children's May party this after
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
"From the C to U” reads the expres only the business session which will plane, traveling sometimes at an alti- was in C'liii-.u." at 3 p. m.. having
noon at the Legion hall from 4 to 6. to
tude of 8560 feet, and a speed of 165 cowered it in tv." hour and 42 minwhich all children of ex-service men sive sign on the side of a large truck be devoted to roll call. Among the
vhicli had rrqoii d
are invited.
Mrs. 'Sarah Griffin, which comes often to this city. The •immediaite activities of the Corps is miles an hour, featured the home- utes. a distam
MRS. LOWELL CONDON
rut, come out of It and then fill the
chairman, promises a Jolly time for proprietor is a Madison tlsb dealer the putilic supper Saturday night ward journey of E. Carl Moran. Jr.. 11 (i hours on tlie fastest train when
INSIST ON MRS. RICH
who buys sea food extensively in this from 5 to 7 at Grand Army hall, with from Kansas City, Mo., last w’eek. it he was traveling in tin rev r.a- diri rut up no we cannot get hack into it
every youngster.
Funeral services for (he lai, I:. i'., t
locality and retails It in his section Mrs. Bessie; Uaraden as genera! was his flrst experience as an air tion.
again.
I
traveler, and lie immediately became
He spent an hour in Chil e .:o nil Educational Club Would Not
At the 4 o'clock session. Mrs. L. G. Snow Con,inn. wife »f Luwell |>.
"The iWomanless Wedding" which of tlie State. “I shall be hauling lish chairman, assisted by Mrs Eliza “sold" on the idea, not merely on ac- at 6.30 p. m. \\ s in c: \ m l.
i n g
Perry gave a very interesting talk, Condon, were held from the I ' -i li nee
caused unbounded merriment when for 900 men employed at the Wyman Plummer in the kitchen.
count of the novelty and thrills, hut traveled approximately lOw) miles
Listen To Non-Acceptance lier.subject, "We Pastors' Wives.”
of Mrs. Alfred Condon. 265 ,'.'linden
produced here some months ago Dam in Bingham this summer,” he
‘It will take quite a high school because it represents a practical less than six hours Mr. Pi.r n 'ml
The opening exercises of the eve street. Thursday afternoon. It, \ . L.
under the auspices of the Parent- told a Courier-Gazette reporter.
of
the
Presidency
tgam to stop Lisbon Falls on the dia time-saving arrangement.
the novel experience of riding high
ning were conducted by Mrs. Slstare, G. Perry officiating. Tin di, ascii
Teacher Association, is being pre
Mr. Moran’s westward trip was for above an eleetrie.il storm, w
iiing
Mrs. Conners, Mrs. Wiley, iMrs. Wil was born in Port La Tour. N. S .
Kennebec Journal:
Everett A. mond this season. The Mill town boys
sented in Lewiston City Hall tomor
Mach
against
her
own
wishes,
Mrs.
hung a 9-1 licking on Rockland the the purposp of atteinding a confer-' a rainstorm and In-h'nhig : • a
April 18, 18S7, daughter of -!•■: ■ aiiaa
liams and Mrs. Morton.
row evening, the cast composed of 60 Munsey of Rockland received the first other day and Rockland stopped Cony.
ence at the home office of the Central with the sun bentirn; u•"mfertald.i Mary Perry Rich was Friday nigh'
and Emma E. Snow. I)cvo:i in to her
prominent Lewiston and Auburn airplane pilot's license to ho issued And Edward Little and Brunswick Surety and Insurance Corporation, meantime.
home seemed the keynote of in r Ilf".
ALFRED C. INGRAHAM I
n -fleeted president of the Woman's I
business and professional men. A here tWls year, following an exami p.re numbered among Lisbon Falls’
During his three days’ stay there lie
From Cleveland Mr. M. ran v in to Educational Club. She has devoted
In it every hope was centered, giving
familiar name in the east is that of nation at the Augusta Airport at victims. It is the same team that
made an intensive study of federal ' Washington, I). C. and w i- i
■ o d
Funeral services for the late Alfred to It always unselfish care and
Avard Richan formerly of Rockland Camp Keyes by Slate Aircraft In represented the American Legion post
mu
i
time
and
effort
to
the
organiza

insurance work and the problems for two hours with .incite Sin n
spector William Turgeon and Assist
Cohh Ingraham were held Sunday thought. During her four months ill
who appears as the "Jubilee Girl."
tion. and felt that she should he per- J
ness site was lovingly and faithfully
ant Inspector B. F. Fowler.
Mr. of that town last summer and went which it represents. Tiie nights were chairman of tlie ex- ■ , v , mi mill'
afternoon nt the homestead at In eared for by her nurse. Mis. II n riett
Munsey piloted the Kittyhawk owned to Washington, D. C.. to play for the devoted to social diversions, and, as of the Dt m i i i c No; i.inU'i ninii- i ait ted to enjoy a cessation from her
In the effort to raise funds to rfiake
Ritual exercises of Hatfield of Millinocket. Slip is -a \c. labors, but her sister members feel j graham Hill.
by T. C Fisette of Rockland. He was Eastern Championship. They beat usual, when he visits Kansas City. tee. He found the big h it possible for some of the members
Louisville, Ky., but lost to Buffalo, the entertainment provided for him ‘ checkers with the Uni' d St .
and lii :t the success of the club is so I Aurora Lodge, F.A.M.. were con vived by her husband, and an adopted
of Blue Bonnet Girl Scouts to attend also issued a permit to carry passen N. Y."
ducted under the direction of Ixiuis daughter. Mrs. Ralph R' bbins of
and the other conferes was on a truly already in the king row.
the Rally in Boston May 17, the senior gers.
royal scale.
Mr. Moran had alao
con- I.i' gelv dencnAeqt upon her that they A. Walker, worshipful master. Many Stonington.
members of the troop are presenting
Many beautiful floral trlhu
w, re
Fire which may have started from
Tlie arrival of an agent hy airplane, ference with Gov. R. 'seveit of New vi re insistent upon her serving an- , pretty floral offerings were attractive
The - merchants’ committee of the
the play "Connie Turns the Trick"
: .i' r term. Mrs. Rich bear# the dis- I ly arranged about tlie casket. The sent hy relatives anil frl< nils in Reeka brush heap, set ablaze by a care and his enthusiasm over the flight. York, but the latter had snrted on a
in the Unlversalist vestry Friday Rockland Chamber of Commerce is lessly thrown match, destroyed two Aired Mr. Moray's brain with the Southern trip.
:in'tion of having been present at hearers were C W. Livingston, A. land and MltUnoekeL The bearers
evening. The cast embraces soipe eo-operating with Child's Health cottages at Cooper's Beach about 3 notion that lie would sail at least part
He wil^ address Kittery Grange i’v ry meeting of tin* club during its Walker Brewster, E. L. Hewett and were Harry Phillips, Chari, - Mil, I'dl.
Day.
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o’clock yesterday morning. One was of the way home by the air route. Thursday and the Bangor Kiwanis ill years of existence. Tlie other offi- Edward Gonla. The remains were George O’Connor and
ample justice to the sparkling com city next Friday, and are asking mer jointly owned by Janies F. Cates and So he boarded a 12-iiassenger Fokker Club Wednesday of m xt week.
eers chosen were:
laid at rest In the private cemetery Bridges. Interment was in tlie family
chants
who
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clothing,
edy.
A small admission fee is
Vice Presidents—Miss Clara O. on the estate.
lot In Sea View cemetery.
son Louis, and represented a loss
charged so that it will be possible for food, toys, etc., to make a special of about $1406. partly covered by in
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Starr
all interested friends to attend or buy
Sara Young, Mrs. Lilia Clark and ham Hill son of the late Bernard and
surance.
The other cottage was
tickets which are now on sale by the noon feature of Child Health Day owned by Mrs. Mary E. MaNamara. and Brainerd Thurston of Rockville Ul'ItRAhE \t Camden, May I. " M
Mrs. Abbie Richardson.
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Secretary—Mrs. Winifred O. Hor his younger dnys he conducted an
girls.
The Harry Rising cottage was close
Mabel.
list of the prizes appeared in Satur
Brought Home," given by the Rock
STEVENS Al Danbarv. i ,,iai . A" : :
I" ton.
extensive milk route, but for the past
to the Cates cottage, and owes its
port Junior class In the Town hall.
Treasurer—Miss Alice C. Hovey.
Mr and Mrs. diaries E. S
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National Hearing Week. May 1-8. day's issue.
30 years he had been engaged at j
present existence to the fact that the May 9. The play is full of life and
Harrlnztonl, a daughter, Farl'.iiii Am .
Auditor—To he filled.
has become an annual event whose
hotel work as night clerk for Hotel
wind was in the opposite direction.
Mrs. 11' rton. in her annual report
A resolution in favor of opening The fire spread to the woods and has had a very popular Broadway
importance is far-reaching, even
Rockland and the Thorndike Hotel,
i called til'' motto once offered by the
MARRIED
though tangible results may seem schools in the city an hour earlier burned over about two acres owned run. The receipts go towards defray
his connection being principally with
larking at the time. However, it is than at present in order to conform to by Harry Spalding. An Owl’s .Head ing expenses of the class on their trip HINES (.I.KNN'DN A, Bo ■
’
1 I.j president—"Start, keep going, ilo till the latter He possessed a remarkable [
to Washington next year.
Itev. II. 11. Wlnelienliaash dini”’. l.' "n it s done." And Mrs. Rich had added
the one week in the year when care general local practice was passed by bucket brigade fought the fire.
memory and settled many of the de- ;
Janes and Vesta (.lean m. ludll el Ball,.
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fully planned programs_are striving the Forty Club yesterday noon and
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to wake a lethargic or seemingly in sent to Mayor Richardson. The busi
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different public to the alarming ness session followed a special fish in St. Petersburg, Fla., are Interested Cement Company entered two teams
nights. He enjoyed a very wide ac- |
It Is 'She, It. is I. it is You
prevalence of deafness and the needs chowder dinner and the program in in late developments of the banking in the Carr's Alley Bowling League GABXCTT At Portland. May t Ellen (Sarquain-tahee, and to everybody was I
Wlio must drive the gissl eluti along.
teliel, wife nf lEdwaid «.allied, iniiu.ily "f
of the hard of hearing. Tlie interest cluded vocal solos by Mrs. Kathleen situation there. The liquidation of last fall Vice President M. S. Acker
known as “Barney”—Impetuous, Jolly, ' From choice seed in a fine
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are still many more to be won to the at the piano and readings by Miss
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range of colors
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cause. Among the various activities Olive Pride of the High School |
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Wednesday at 2 o'clock (standard) from i life it has had 1521 members.
afternoon from Station WNAC nt 2.15 ly encored and Miss Pride’s humorous
At
Mr. Ingraham was compelled hy 111 ,
Petersburg Times says: "Flurry fails result was not known until after the
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Temple.
by Mrs. C. T». Knowlton of tlie iSpeeeli readings were very well received.
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, ’present tlit re are 275 paid In advance; health to relinquish Ills labors last
1
to cut funds in city banks. Deposits last match, when the trophy went to 1 SMALL—At Rockland May 3. John \\ right
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Local Girl Scout troops are much "Local hanks' balance unchanged as may not be true that the winners are KIRKPATRICK Al Itorl.l ,nd. M
Deatli came almost
Bath business meetings have been held. out of doors.
crlnc, widow of .iulin Kirkpatrick, aged un
interested in1 the Girl Scout Conclave result of flurry following liquida sleeping with the statues under their
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c
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boy soprano from St. Peters' Episco for the occasion, and It is probable
of Dr. Herman N. Morse of (New ported. Mr. 'Sanborn, who 'has a oar friends, relnti-.,. and in "l a I", tin .'.spiii'il to sell to the public a thing lished May 2, I860, and Aug. 31. 1860.
pal Church: soloists from tlie First other railroad lines will offer spe;
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The activities of the three days will children or anything thait could be
j the secretary expresses it.
Rubinstein Club; quartet numbers
matter remote from where the papers
The annual meeting of the Uni- include addresses, a conference din converted Into clothing communi tlie death of my husband : also for tin bcauti
•
•
•
♦
54-tf
by the Unlversalist Quartet: chorus
ful floral tributes at tlie funeral.
Mrs. Edward Stone
The evening speaker was Vico T. were being published.
numbers by the Knox County Men's versalist Women in Maine will he ner with young people, n layman’s cate with Mr. Sanborn at Pleasant *
,L.
; l«ola, executive secretary of the gBSgggggEBgagggB.'. .
Chorus, and a violin solo by a mem held in the Brunswick Universallst dinner In the social hall of the Pep Gardens. It is sure to be appreci
CARD OF THANKS
Mein
Development
Commission,
ber of the Rockland High School Or Church Thursday, with a committee perell Mills, a devotional service with ated.
We wish to thank the Clark Island |n ople for ■ whose subject was “Ma^ne.”
“The
chestra. The concert, sponsored by comprised of Mrs. Stanley Manning of Rev. Arthur C. Townsend of Water
their kindness in our recent berenvcnicni and \1 tine DcveJopment Commission,” he
the organ fund committee of tlie Uni-, Augusta. Mrs W. J. Metz of Dexter ford delivering the annual confer
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espeuially
Quarry
; <:iid. “is an organization for the de
versalist Church, with Mrs. Gladys and Miss Marion L. Ulmer of Port ence sermon, celebration ot the
Workers t’nion.
Mrs. Wilbur Morse. 'Mrs. Alvali Chadwick. velopment of Maine along all lines.
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Morgan as chairman, will he open to land in charge. The day's program Lord's Supper, business reports, etc.
Elvin (Stone.
opens at 16 a. m. standard time. Miss In connection with the conference the
II- stressed the value of the surveys
tlie public, with no admission fee.
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Helen Varney, teacher of art in the 260th anniversary of the founding of
I the Commission is making, agricul
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tural, industrial and recreational.
Men wanted at once -to work in public schools of Brunswick, will ex tlie First Congregational Church in
I wish (o express my sincere thanks to Dr. A riculturally it hopes to advance
Libby-Biirehell Fisheries—those ex hibit beautiful examples of the morial service Wednesday at the old
Neil Fogg and nurses who wci> so kind to me
perienced in filleting preferred. Write handiwork done by the people ot Biddeford will be observed by a meduring my stay at Knox Hospital; abo to o ootato and dairy products so that
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I wish to thank the Masons. Eastern fttar. ticular area. A recreational survey
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Army hall,) auspices Edwin Libby
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Coats and Dresses

Toilet Goods

Extra Special

THOUSAND MILE

Lingerie Slips

I1.79

Siisby Greenhouses

PANSY WEEK"

The
Little Flower Shop

RAPP-HUCKINS CO., Inc.
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Place an AcL Here

And Stop It

Etta Blackinton

If It Doesn’t Pay

Gasoline and Oil Engines

MAINE SPORT BOAT SHOW
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The “Little Nobody”

Mother's Day Gifts Make Life
Happier for Angel of Home
TtTOTHERS "will 'ae remembered
this year on Mother’s Day,
'Sunday, May 11, not only -with
greetings, but also with gifts which
add pleasure to life and lighten
burdens. The trend ever since the
j day was originated in 1906 has been
toward - making life easier for
mother.. <
Kind words and complimentary
’expressions are fine and will al
ways be addressed to mother on the
special day when she is honored,
but her folks are learning through
newspapers and in other ways that
mother needs health to bear and
rear sturdy children, she needs con
tact with the world to aid her in
guiding the children wisely and
■well, and she needs the amusement
and recreation which maintain
good nature and enable her to im
part this desirable characteristic to
those under her care.
Newspaper readers will remem
ber news items printed about a
year ago, recording the rush of the
public to the stores and the photo
graph studios in seeking gifts for
mother. In some cities, it was re
ported,’ stores were sold out of
popular lines of goods and some of
the photograph studios had to turn
away business.
As the custom of observing
■Mother’s Day becomes more exten
sive each year, the prospect is that
this year's observance will be the
largest. Preparations have for
several months been under way.
Fly the Flag
The first and most proper ob
servance is to get out the flag and
.hang it at the front of the house.
When the-Congress of the United
States in 1914 passed an act author
izing and requesting President
Woodrow Wilson to issue a procla
mation. asking the people to ob
serve Mother’s Day by displaying
the national flag at their homes
and other places, "as a public ex
pression. of our love and reverence
for the mothers of our country ”
the custom of displaying the flag
was set.
I
In the week previous to Mother's
Day parties, banquets and enter
tainments are held, at which
mothers are the honored guests.
Sometimes these affairs are ar
ranged by groups or civic associa
tions, sometimes by daughters,
sometimes by children's groups.
Usually the program consists of
speaking, singing, lunch, sometimes
games and most always presenting
the mothers with souvenirs or mak
ing it the occasion on which the
members of each family present to
the mother the gifts they have pro
cured for her.
1x*ks Drudgery for Mother

Since Mother’s Day was originat
ed 24 years ago by Miss Anna
Jarvis of Philadelphia in honor of
her own mother who had passed
away, the mother’s view of life has
1'jJcrgor.e a remarkable change,
THE SUNTAN FAD

Means a General Bare Leg Boom, the
Hosiery Dealers Are Confessing
Part of the French hosiery manu
facturers admit the inevitability of
a general bare leg boom as part of
the suntan movement by advocating
ultra sheer hosiery of such lowvisibility, that it is practically nonexistant.
So sheer and perfectly
matched to individual sunburn shades
;u*e the invisible mesh stockings that
the only real reason for wearing them
is that modesty is served.
Critics of the stockingless vogue
which shocked Wimbledon’s tennis
committee last summer, are put in
their place by the self-effacing but
perfectly tangible hosiery.
Other stocking styles launched for
summer embrace brilliant colored
fancy weave hose to match bright
jewelry and sport belts.
Emerald

Alaric Married
By JACK WOODFORD

OBODY had thought that Alaric

would marry. Gifted with a
Nfather
whose name on a check

the members of the family arrange
for mother to-go to the studio and
have her photograph taken so that
they may have pictures by which
to remember her, or they have their
own photographs taken to present
to her so that she may have near
her the pictures of those whom shs
loves the most. These photographs
can be handed down through as**
eral generations.
* Practical Help for Mother
So Mother’s Day brings nmy®
than sentiment. To these minister
ing angels of the home it brings
happiness and practical help and
this year will do so more than ever
before.
Miss Anna Jarvis celebrated the
first Mother’s Day alone. The next
year a few of her Philadelphia
friends joined with her in observ
ing the day. By the third year,
1908, the custom was becoming
known and was observed in a small
way outside of Pennsylvania. Miss
Jarvis wrote to governors and to
congressmen and urged the passing
of acts calling on the public to ob
serve the day. When legislators
took up the idea, it spread rapidly.
The day was first observed in the
British Isles in 1914.
similar to the view of the entire in which motherhood is held and I
General J. J. Pershing directed
public.
People are trying to do to foster protection and loving care , the American and French armies to
away with the drudgery of life,
for children, the especial wards of observe It In 1917 and France bemuch of which tell upon mother in
gas to observe it nationally in 1926.
Photographers’
her household duties
There was the mother, the
Venezuela sanctioned It by act of
a time when the world thought that Association of America will as Congress in 1921 and in 1922 gave
semble
photographs
of
mothers
and
1
drudgery and sacrifice, even at the
prizes for Mother’s Day hymns, one
expense of health, built character. children of the United States and ! of which was set to music and is
In the quarter cehtury since that Canada, up to Mother's Day, for the ’ sung each year in the Mother’s
time the world has come to believe purpose of organizing an exhibit' Day gatherings.
In 1925 the
that there are better ways of de known as the Hall of Honor of Venezuela government had a sculp
veloping strength of character and America's Lovely Mothers and At tured group made in marble, repre
spirit—ways more agreeable and tractive Children.
senting motherhood.
enjoyable Out of this belief conies
Mother’s Day is now observed an
Selections by Famous Judges
the sentiment for relieving mothers
Mothers and children are mailing i nually in many parts of North and
of the over-heavy burdens
their recent photographs to the j South America. Europe. Africa, and
Feeding Family Is Easier
headquarters of the association in in such countries as Japan, China
Household machinery is taking Cleveland, where the judges, Mrs. and Palestine.
Children are urged in the talks,
the load of work from mother's Mary Roberts Rinehart and Miss
shoulders
The jokesters still have Fannie Hurst, famous American au and songs and the writings to
their fun about families being fed thors. and Charles Aylett, presi let mother know by some token
out of tin cans bu, the fact is that dent of the Photographers’ Asso that they have not forgotten her.
The children are told that along
much of the food now sold is as ciation of America, will make se
good as mother herself made and lections for the Hall of Honor. The with these material expressions of
saves her much labor
association will pay for photo appreciation should go that other
Dressmaking t» almost a lost art graphs with International awards way of showing devotion to mother,
for mother though she used to ranging from $1500 to $250, and best expressed by the behavior,
make the dresses for herself and with sectional awards ranging from by living as she wants the children
the girls and the suits for the small I $100 to $25. a total of 444 awards to live, so that she may feel that
her labor and care for them have
boys Now she can buy better than amounting to $20,000. .
she can make and her strength is
The photographs in the Hall of not been In vain, but that her vir
again conserved
j Honor will be hung at the national tues have been anchored in her
A quarter of a century ago amuse ■convention and exhibition of the children.
There was a time when the Joy
ment, while a pleasure for mother, . Photographers’
Association
of
was also a’ hard task To go a long (America in Milwaukee in July, on of motherhood was the only com
distance to a picnic by buggy and i which occasion President Herbert pensation for the mother's life of
railroad or to travel downtown to Hoover and Canadian Premier W. hard work and monotony, but the
amusement
places
taxed
her L. Mackenzie King will convey mes progress of the world in the hu
strength. Now the automobile gjves sages of felicitation to the associa manities now aids mother in main
taining physical strength, well be
her convenience for ninth more out tion.
door recreation with less work.
Besides greeting cards, flowers ing, happiness and peace.
Entertainment comes into her home and candy, lasting and labor-saving
That is the trend in the observ
by radio and phonograph, or, if she gifts wiil be presented to mother ance of Mother's Day and Indicates
wishes to go to a theater, she finds this year, the reports indicate,
how the greatest Mother’s Day of
It in her neighborhood
i Some families make It the occa all time, in the year 1930, will be
This year, to add to the respect sion of giving photographs. Either observed.

green, brilliant red. cial blue and
tangerine are hotsy-totsy shades on
the sportswoman's color chart.
While tennis clothes are going to
be the whole thing next summer,
white beach ensembles are only
[ slightly less standardized. In fact,
so far as clothes go. the white sum
mer girl is supreme. But her comj plexion. whether it comes out of an oil
! can or is a permanent suntan, should
be a deep south-sea-island brown.
And the modern woman’s com
plexion only leaves off where her
clothes begin.

EAST, WALDOBORO
Jesse Flanders, of South Liberty has
been working for a few days at W. W.
Light's.
E. Burnell Overlock was a busi
nesses visitor in Lewiston and Auburn
j last week.
Mr. a j d Mrs. Elbridge Linscott. Mr.

WHAT’S WRONG AND WHERE?

and Mrs. Amos Norton and daughter

Strengthened by Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Com
pound
Mission, Tex.—“I have used a good
deal of your medicine anil always find

THERE AHE 10 MI4TAKES IN THIS PICTURE
How good are you at finding mistakes? The artist has Intentionally
made several obvious ones in drawing the above picture. Some of them
ars easily discovered, others may be hard. See how long it will take *
.YOU to find them.

it gives wonderful
help. 1
so w eak and miser
able that 1 had to
lie down very of
ten and I could
h a rd 1 y d o m v
housework. 1 read
in the paper how
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound had
helped other
women who were
in the same condition so I said 1 will try
it for myself. 1 am very much better
now and 1 recommend this medicine,
and will answer letters from women ask| ing about it.”—Mrs. J. W. Albertson,
i 1015 Miller Avenue, Missiou, Texas.

Dyer’s Garage, Inc.

PLYMOUTH

to

A

BOSTON

and “BELFAST”

EASTERN
steamship lines

£

MHll | H- I

YOURSELF

EAST FRIENDSHIP
Mrs. Gertie Burns of Glen Cove
visited Thursday with her son Almon
Burns.
Willie Havener is confined to the
house with measles.
Mr. and Mrs. A. V. Grafton spent
Sunday with relatives in Thomaston.
Mrs. Rger Fish and daughter Vir
ginia of the Village hvae been for a
few days at her sister’s, Mrs. A. L.
Burns.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Prior and
daughter of the Village were at
Riley Bradford's Sunday.

Makes You Look
Years Younger

other good stores.

’590

Daily Service

TENANT'S HARBOR DAYS

The skin of youth lies in every box of
new wonderful MELLO-GLO Face
Powder. The purest powder made—
its color is passed -by the U. S. Government. No pastiness, flakiness or
irritation.
A new French process
makes it spread more smoothly and
prevents large pores. No more shiny
noses—it stays on longer. Use MELLrO-GLO. Corner Drugstore and all

made It cashable anywhere upon
.Manhattan, and a sunny disposi
tion and sheer good looks. It seemed
that his life should be full enough
without marriage. Not so. The
social set was amazed to hear that
he had married a little nobody
whom he had met on a trip out
AND
UP,
F. O. B. FACTORY
West.
Nobody could have been more
scornful than Alarlc's mother and
father when he brought the “little
WITH MONO-PIECE STEEL BODY
nobody” home. It seemed, even,
that Alaric himself did not think
much of her. To blunt Inquiries as
SAFE, SILENT AND STRONG
to why he had married her, he
simply replied:
“A woman for luck!” out of
which nobody, of course, could
On the Dodge Six you have a Mono-Piece Steel Body for
make anything—least of all, per
haps, Alaric himself.
However, the woman who was
the lowest price at which Dodge Brothers have ever offered
luck didn’t seem to worry overmuch
?<
about the way she was snubbed In
Alarlc’s parents’ home; neither did
this most advanced body construction. » » Virtually a single
she seem to care much about the
fact that she was snubbed upon
piece of steel, the Mono-Piece Body is strong, rigid and
rare occasions when she went out
with Alaric.
Several years went along. Old
safe. It cannot rattle or squeak. It is mounted directly on
fortunes grew larger; new ones out
grew the old ones; and then came
a stock market collapse. A few
the frame, instead of on sills—lowering the center of gravity
who had been too greedy crashed.
Among them were the fortunes of
the old family of which Alaric was
and eliminating sidesway. » » With so safe and handsome
the only son.
Alarlc's wife alone sat serene,
bright-eyed, the same dogged look
a body, with so much in roominess, performance and
of devotion for her husband In her
eyes. But the anxious waiting look
was gone; in its stead was some
beauty, the Dodge Six is by all comparisons a truly excep*
thing very like, but not quite,
>V
triumph.
“If you hn<J been a little more
tional value. » » If you see it and drive it, you will want it.
careful,” said Alaric, turning bitter
ly upon his wife, ‘‘I might have had
a little left; but it's been ‘Dear, give
me a check for this and for that'—
they must have totaled thousands,
altogether. I married you for luck,
UPHOLDIN6 EVERY TRADITION OP DODGE DEPENDABILITY
7t4
but I'm darned if I’ve had any."
“You’re wrong there,” Alaric’s
wife interrupted firmly, her chin
thrown up. “You may think that
you married me for some superficial
reason, just because I was pretty,
or just to be doing something dif- ’
ferent; but, as a matter of fact
Rockland, Maine
you didn't A woman knows love
when she sees it no matter how
deeply it may be buried. You mar
ried me because you loved me.” She
NOW ONE or THE LOWEST-PRICED CARS IN THE WORLD
said it with an air of finality that
Seven Body Styles
was convincing.
•590 to ’675
“Well, you’ve been darned ex
AAOTOAS
n». Opu<r
travagant,” the father chimed in.
Prices t. o. b. factory SOLD BYCHSv»L(«
And up, f. e. h. factory
DODCT BROTHERS DEALERS EVtRYWJURI
Alaric suddenly bristled at his
father's words. His wife watched
him with a quiet smile.
“Don’t you talk to her like that,”
Facts About Columbus
Alaric said to his father. Tm go
Christopher Columbus did not die
ing to work to take care of her.
In prison, as many seem to suppose.
Whatever's happened, she’s my wife
Neither did he die in poverty. The
—don't forget that”
story, often repeated, that lie died
“Yon won't have to go to work
in utter destitution is merely one of
for anyone else,” his wife Inter
the many legends with which his
posed mildly, at this juncture. “I've
biography Is distorted.
His will
(Except Sunday)
spent almost nothing during the
indicated that he possessed consid
years we’ve been married. I’ve
erable wealth at the time of his
saved everything you’ve ever given
death at Valladolid in 150C.
me, and put it out at interest. I
could see by the way things were
Favor American Machete*
going that you people were going
FROM ROCKLAND
Machetes, heavy knives which
to need it some day.”
originated in the tropics, and were
Alaric, his father, and even his
widely used In South America for
feAt tlu> cJtearners
mother, looked astounded at her
virtually every conceivable cutting
words.
purpose, are most popular in Bra
“But understand this,” Alarlc’s
zil when of American make. About
wife went on steadily. “I refuse
‘•4
VI WEN
1,500 are bought monthly and hard
to give you the money in order to
ware dealers stock sharp, clean
let you run another literal cafe for
Whether
it's a businessjor pleasure journey,
machetes imported from the United
all of the social climbers in New
there’s only one comfoVtable way to make
States.
York; and I refuse to give It to you
to indulge in stock speculation. I
the trip to Boston. Enjoy the luxury of spa
still have the ranch my father left
Sabbath in Mexico
cious
and well-ventilated staterooms . . . dine
me. Yon were all so interested in
Mexico has what is known ns tiie
your own affairs that you never
leisurely and well, and get a restful night s
“Continental Sabbath.” It is much
stopped to inquire about it; but it’s
more a day of change from the
sleep.
worth about a quarter of a million
usual occupations than it is a day
now.
of rest. For this reason, and be
Steamer Sails 8 P. M.
"The Income from it is enough
cause so many people arc unem
to support us. I’ll take care of
ployed on the Sabbath, It is quite
the family from now on, on one con
Standard Time, Daily Except Sunday
common to have elections and
dition. That you all come out to
other political functions on tliis
for Boston. Connections at Boston with direct steamer to
Arizona and breathe some of God's
day.
New York. Steamer "WESTPORT” leaves Rockland 5.15
air for a year or so. Alaric, I'm
A. M. Standard Time Daily except Monday for Bar Harbor
going to Insist that you take a po
A Sad Joke
and intermediate landings. Steamer “SOUTHPORT” leaves
sition as cowboy on the ranch.
Rockland 5.15 A. M. Standard Time Daily except Monday for
I have always thought it a joke
After that, perhaps, we'll have time
on a man if he marries a pretty girl
Brooklin and intermediate landings
to play again—but for the present,
weighing a hundred pounds, and
we’re going to lead very different
Special low rates for automobiles accompanied by
she increases her weight to two
lives from what we have been lead
passengers
hundred as he grows thinner. . . .
ing."
I am sorry for such a man, hut
Year-Round Freight Service
.
She rose and left the room, Intu
laugh at him a little through my
itive enough to know that they
For Reservations, apply Wharf Office
tears.—E. W. Howe's Monthly.
wanted to hide their faces for
awhile. Presently Alaric came out
Make Money Front Frog*
Into the hall after her.
“What can I say, VI, dear—” he
Such big catches have been made
began.
by bullfrog hunters in the marshes
“Nothing—I’ve seen It down deep
of Louisiana that there are more
In your eyes all this time. We'll
frogs now than there are people
begin all over again—differently—
who enjoy the delicacy of tlieir
much differently;” and they did,
fried hindquarters. Louisiana sup
right there and then, with a kiss.
plies the rest of the world wltii
(Copyrlsbt.)
some two million frogs a year.
vinalhaven a rocklano
Record for Volcano Activity
ij/,z
steamboat co.
One Explanation
Tourists making the Mediter
The most Interesting thing about
WINTKB AUANOniBrr
ranean trip are always on the
that toy stone hatchet, made by
■ ■»
■ ji. Ble.nMr lesvee Bwea'a IsUad at I.M AB*
lookont for a glimpse of the vol
some Stone age father for his son
■’ Stonington » 25. North Havea t.M, Vllslcano of Stromboli, a small Island
about 4,000 years ago, which has
haven 8.15, due to arrive at Bockliad abtflfl
in the Mediterranean, which holds
been found in Sweden, is tiiat it is
Return—Leaves Rockland at I.H P. 1L«
the record for activity. It has
still intact Maybe the boy was not
Vinalhaven 2.45. North Harm t.M, ft*
been In almost constant eruption
allowed to play with it.—Indianapo
lngton at 4 40; due to errlre at Swans lalaad
for at least 22 centuries. When
lis News.
When You Buy Aspirin T about 6 00 P. II.
the atmospherical conditions are
132-tf
favorable, Stromboli presents a
look for the Name »
Jamboree
beautiful sight, but It Is an unfor
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
A Jacksonville negro was seen
BAYER
tunate thing for the tourists tiiat
35 Limerock St.
Rockland
driving a flivver round nnd round
the clouds are often too low for
a tree out in the woods recently.
any spectacular demonstration.
It pays to be careful when you
Osteopathic
Physician
Asked what he was doing, he re
By Appointment—Tsl. IM
plied: “Use rankin’ des’ as many buy Aspirin. Genuine Bayer Aspirin
French Convicts Wear Masks
lef’-han' turns as I pleases without is safe as well as sure. These tablet* * Graduate of American School of
To make it Impossible for pris
gettin’ culled down by a cop."
—
Osteopathy
oners to recognize other inmates
are always reliable—they never
and plot with them, convicts in the
Fault-Finding
model French prison at Fresnes,
DR.LINWOOD T. ROGERS
There Is a great difference be depress the heart.
near Paris, are now compelled to
tween fault-finding nnd fault-correc
wear masks which cover their heads
Know what you are taking for
tion. Scores of trivial faults can
i Osteopathic Physician
and shoulders. The wearer can
be passed over. To keep a contin that pain, cold, headache or tore
breathe freely through the loose
ual watch for them is wrong, and
* " 400 MAIN 8T„ ROCKLANO
mesh of the mask and is able to
may develop into a vice. Correct throat. To identify genuine Bayer hit
see everything except the face of
the serious ones and be content
another prisoner dressed in the
Aspirin look for the name BAYER p Telephones 1295; Residence Mt*BI
with that.
same headgear. The masks are
used especially for solitary confine
on every package and the word
ment men.
Of Real Value
An Instrument has been Invented GENUINE printed in red.
BURPEE
Clean* Pewter
to Indicate one’s sensitiveness to
sunburn. But a more needed meas
A lemon or onion dipped In sil
UNDERTAKERS
ure would be to establisti one's like
ver sand and applied to old pure
lihood of being burned in the stock
MW** wUl reuuove tarnish.
Since 1840 thi* firm has
market—New Orleans Times-Pica

5IX&5 AND SIGHTS

E sie were recent visitors at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Light.
,
I have searched “Dad's" 1880 diar'f
Perl Crockett and helper are ! for March and April and find nJ
"Ash
Wednesday.!
boarding at W. M. Prescott’s for a reference to
' "Good Friday.” or "Easter Sunday. !
| couple of weeks.
It maj- be they had not arrived q
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Overlock and ihe calendar of "Our Church."
Burnell were recently in Rockland
Fifty years ago my native town had
on a business trip.
la slight leaning towards the Baptisf-'
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ludwig of creed. There were three churches in,
• Rockland were guests recently of town. First. -Second and Third—alt
| their daughter Mrs. Arial Linscott
Baptist. Most of you read Wilf
George Ripley is working for Calvin Rogers’ “wise cracks" and enjoy
Maxey Bowes for a few months.
them, as they do not leave a bad t.istn
I’. E. i’oland. proprietor of Me- in your mouth after reading themjl
domak Camp, is expected in town The following is a "wise crack" I'
soon to look after business connected i heard more than 40 years ago. and t-x
with camp work.
' me it is just as funny now. as then?
I Although the crack was at my native
FIRST AT THE TAPE
I State there was no malice in the re-'
I mark. 1 am as quick to resent a
[For The <Courier-G«Eotte]
I slur against the "State of Maine" as
Let me say a word for the roan who falls,
; any native born is, I sure laugh at
Who has met defeat with a grin:
Who has taken the count In The battle of life, I this one.
B • who vows he will someday win.
I was working at the time in a re. tail store in the old "West End" of
To a man like him. there Is no defeat,
' Roston. There was a herdic driver
For a purpose strong and true:
To. curry on. is stamped #n ids brain,
| mimed 'Bill used to come in occasion-*
And he enters the race anew.
ally. His father was an actor of the
Though he knows that the way is long and ! old school, and very fine in Shake-'
rough.
, spearian roles One day someone said
That it's filled with pitfalls and snares;
I to Bill, "Where is you father now'.’’’
H< i nows tha: the battle is Anally won,
To which Bill replied. ’ The old man
By the man who does aud dares.
is forming a company to go down to
And he starts once more at tha bottom rung
Maine this summer and give Shake
Of tiie ladder that leads to fame;
speare’s plays. Shakespeare! why
And though fate may darkly frown at first,
He remembers his purpose and aim.
the people in Maine don’t even know
about God. let alone Shakespeare,"
And he struggles on. for that grim resolve
Bill probably w as never in Maine. ,
Has not yet in his heart grown dim,
For the goal he seeks is just ahead.
Some of us ean remember when it
And he spurts ■with new courage and vim.
wasn't considered good form for a
Baptist to marry a iMethodist or a
But look ' they are coming down the stretch.
Congregationalist. It is to laugh at
And the crowd staud with mouths agape ;
For the man who failed, but tried again.
that idea today, but 50 years ago it
Was the first who breasted the tape.
was not laughable.
Irving Davis
“Times are changed, and we are
i
Appleton
changed with them.”
Boze
Somerville. tA.i>ril 19.

COULD HARDLY
DOJER WORK

DODGE BROTHERS SIX

,
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j
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|
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1

Gilchrest
Monumental Works
Main Street
Thomaston, Maine
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
Telephone Connection

Perfect Waterproofing
Tiie finest fabrics are water
proofed by the Chinese by immers
ing them in a mixture of half an
ounce of white wax and one pint
of spirits of turpentine. The ar
ticles are hung In the open air te
dry.

faithfully served the families
of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Tel. Day 450;
7B1-1
AMBULANCE SERVICE

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

Every-Other-Day

^COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE)
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34
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45

M7
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55
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HORIZONTAL
1-Chlld’« neckcloth
4-Comforte
8-Fem«le saint
(abbr.)
11-A vegetable (pi.)
13-Attain
1$-Conflrma
17-A aong of joy
1B-Evor (contr.)
H-Organ of hearing
21- Exiated
22-Anawer (abbr.)
23- Hardahip
25-Jolned
27- Pronoun
28- Toward
29- Very corpulent
31- Coatly
32- Den
33- Lendl
36-Aet
37- Very
33-The reflux of the
tide
29-Renda
42- Hinder
43- Pounds (abbr.)
43-Oorn (French)

W
50

49

W
53

52

2b

25
w
30

29

w
31

10

is 17
20

14

9

14

Vt

43

8

7

13

lb

51

54
57

X

VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont )
I 20-Egyptian sun god
46- Permit
47- Placet to atore
22- Passageway in a
fodder
church
49-A cannon for uae
23- Drink to the health
agalnat airplanes
of
52-Promotera
24- Burdens
54- A wild fancy
26-Course of thought
55- Maecutlne name
28-A number
(short)
30- Combining form
56-To mature
(Life)
57- Polnt of compass
31- Splashed
(abbr.)
34- Accommodate
35- Greek goddess of
the earth
37-A planet
40- Half an em
41- To pass, as a rope,
through a hole
42- Started
44-A descendant
45- A bulky piece of
timber
47- A river in Poland
48- Steamer (abbr.)
50- Proeeeded rapidly
51- A brood of pheas

VERTICAL
1- Ladles’ neckpiece
2- Earnest
3- Stings
4- Ensign (abbr.)
5- A flower*
5-Prlnter’a measure
7- Liquid juice of
plants
8- A steamship
9- lrrltates
10-An eagle
12-Over (poetic)
14-Observed
16-Recited

ants
153-Musical note

Copyright, The International Syndicate

Solution to Previous Puzzle.

WALDOBORO
Miss Irma Waltz, who has been
the guest of her sister Mrs. Charles
Rowe has returned to Skowhegan.
Mr. and Mrs. George Genthner were
in Rockland Saturday.
Rev. H. O. Megert preached his
farewell sermon at the Methodist
Church Sunday morning. He has
been transferred to Gorham. X. H.
Rev. Alexander Stewart of Naples
has ben appointed to the Waldoboro

The wise modern housewife, shares
her burdens and lets The People's
Laundry, Tel. 170, do her family wash,
rugs and quilts. The cost Is low. the
service prompt, the work excellent.

RELIEF FROM CURSE
OF CONSTIPATION
A Battle Greek physician says,
‘'Constipation Is responsible for more
misery than any other cause."
iBut immediate relief has been
found. A tablet called Rexall Order
lies has been discovered. This tablet
attracts water from the system into
the lazy, dry, evacuating bowel called
the colon. The water loosens the dryfood -waste and causes a gentle,
thorough, natural movement without
forming a habit or ever increasing the
dose.
Stop suffering from constipation.
Chew a Rexall Orderlie at night.
Next day bright. Get 24 for 25c to
day at the nearest Rexall Drug Store,
Charles W. iSheldon.

Miss Edna M. ,\oung. who passed
the winter in Framingham, Mass.,
has returned. She was accompanied
by her cousin Jdlss Rutli Davis.
The Susannah Wesley Society met
with Mrs. George Howard Monday,
evening.
Mrs. W. C, Flint entertained the
We I’lay 'Em Club Friday evening.
The Waldoboro High baseball team
defeated the Warren team by a score
of 4 to 3 on the home grounds Friday
afternoon.
Mrs. Kelsey Lash returned from
Boston Saturday.
Miss Margaret Dow of Lexington,
and iSamuel Hazen of* Winthrop.
Mass, have been guests of Mr. and
Mrs. H. K. Crowell.
Ira Achorn of Monhegan has been
in town a few days.
The 'North Primary School was
closed last week on account of illness
of the teacher Mrs. Fred Boggs.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Clare have re
turned and are occupying a house
on Friendship street owned by Mrs.
Annie Crooks.

Miss Mildred French passed the
weekend at home from 'Portland.
Mrs. Carrie Hassner and Miss
Frances Hassner of Portland are
visiting relatives in town.
Several local poultry men met at
the Board of Trade rooms Tuesday

•y i bo
Oh, yes, my darling daughter;
Ge buy a ear at tha
WALDOBORO GARAGE,
And you’ll do just as you oughter,"

MAY BARGAINS IN CARS
NEW FORDS AND USED FORDS
ALL THE LATEST MODELS—CLASSY AND
BEAUTIFUL—ALSO LABOR-SAVING TRUCKS
2 1929 Half-ton Trueka, pickup body, closed cab; driven less than
’
6000 miles
Ford Model T Ton Trucks
One with cab, gear shift, closed body—only $50
1
1926 Model, closed cab, 35x5 rear, balloon tires
Only $60
1 -1927 Model—Warford transmission—all new tires a bargaain
at $75
. v
1 1926 Model—closed cab, stake body—$80
1 Model T Truck—dump body, gear shift—$65

WARREN

VINALHAVEN

APPLETON

I N. Moody and sons Nelson and
Mrs. Louie Drewett is
at her Lawrence, Robert Perry and Frank
I Meservey, Jr., were in Rockland last
home.
J oh n Connell and family motored to , Tuesday evening to attend the talkPicture, f‘The Vagabond King,” at
Dover•. N. H. Friday, called there by
Strand Theatre.
the death of Mrs. Connell’s brother.
Mrs. Roy Spear and son Ivan have
The Young People’s Society pre
returned to South Portland after a sented their play, “The Henpecked
short visit with her parents, Mr. and! Hero.’’ at South Montville Grange
Mrs. J. S. McDonald.
hall, last Wednesday evening to a
Miss Hilda Aspey is employed at good sized audience. It will be pre
Mrs. Flora Peabody’s.
sented at Lincolnville Grange hall, ,
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Copeland of May 16.
Bath are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Al
The class parts for Appleton High
bert Peabody.
School have been given out as fol- ;
Mrs. Emma Norwood entertained lows: Valedictory, Ruby Martz, rank
friends from Union at a chicken sup 96.74; salutatory. Chrystal Stanley. I
per Saturday. An evening of bridge 95.64; history, Virginia Davis. 93.86: i
followed with four tables at play.
prophecy, Ruth Moody, 93.64; gifts.
L. M. Butler returned Saturday Clara Meservey, 92.18; will, Evelyn
night from Seabrook. N. H., where he Philhrook. 89.95.
j
passed the winter with his daughter
To Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hill (Lulie
Mrs. Rose Crowther. He was accom
Ames) of Ludlow, Mass., was born
panied by his son Lee of Manchester,
April 22, a daughter. Barbara Ames.
N. H.
Several from this place besides «the
Miss M. Grace Walker entertained
The Best Fertilizers for Garden and Lawn
players were at South Montville Wed
the Jolly Five at dinner Thursday.
nesday evening to attend the play,
TEL. 791 FOR PROMPT DELIVERY
Those present. Mrs. Jesse Mills. Mrs.
Joseph Stickney, Mrs. Frank Thomas “A Henpecked Hero.”
The census enumerator was making
and Mrs. Laura Brackett.
Mrs. Howard Norwood has been his calls on the Ridge Wednesday.
408 Main Street
Rockland, Me.
Tel.'791
visiting her mother in Bath a few , Miss Susan Gillen, R.N.. Supt. of
Augusta General Hospital, Miss Annie
days.
Nelson.
R.N.,
of
Palermo,
and
Misses
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ladd of
Rochester and Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Elizabeth Main and Hortense Rideout
WHEN IN BOSTON—Remember that you
WHEN IN NEW YORK—Remember that you
Waltz of South Paris spent the week of Augusta were recently supper can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette, with can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette with UwhatYouWant
end with Mr. and Mrs. V. A. Rokes. guests of Mr. and Mrs. William New the home news, at Hotaling’a News Agency, the home news, at the Old South News Agency
the WANT
Washington St., next Old South Church.
bert.
sns West 4fttb atreat
Mr. Waltz has a new Ford coach.
Mr. and Mrs. Erast us Stahl of
Camden and Mrs. Hattie Allen of
Thomaston were visitors Sunday at
J. S. McDonald's.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Young of
Camden and Mrs. John Watts of
Rockland visited Mrs. Henry Watts
Sunday.
Mrs. Doris Overlook gave a solo at
the Baptist Church Sunday evening.
The boys choir also sang at 'tiie eve
ning service.
Health Day was very pleasingly
observed by the Warren schools, Fri
day evening at Glover hall and with
a very good attendance. Dr. Holt
gave an interesting lecture on chil
dren’s diseases. He said that the
medical world has not made much
progress toward finding a preventa
tive or a remedy for whooping cough
and felt rather guilty. Statistics
show that 800 children died directly
from that disease during the last 10
years and he gave as the reason the
difficulty in diagnosing the case and
keeping the child isolated, thus pre
venting the spread of it. In compar
ing measles and whooping cough with
scarlet fever, he said the percentage
of fatalities in the latter are surpris
ingly low. He also predicted that a
child inoculated for diptheria by the
new method—that is three times, one
week apart and then again after six
months—would be be practically 80
per cent immune.
Mrs. H. L. Robbins and Mrs. A. T.
Norwood were hostesses at a dinner-1
bridge party Saturday night at the
home of Mrs. Norwood. A delicious
chicken dinner was served at 7
o’clock.
In the bridge game the
Arthur W. Mills
honors went to Mrs. Bernice Payson.
Arthur W. Mills, an esteemed and Ered Burkett. Mrs. Franz Burkett and
respected eitizen, died April 29. a* Charles Smith. Other guests were
his home on Chestnut street. Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Leonard. Mr.
Mills was born in Vinalhaven, the and Mrs. Clarence Williams, Mrs.
son of Elisha and Martha (Wooster) Carrie Ames. Mrs. Zena Nelson. Mrs.
Mills. His death occurred on his 61st Fred Burkett, Hampton Robbins,
birthday. He is survived by his wife, Franz Burkett.
The Health Day program 9 which
who tenderly cared for him during his
illness, also by a sister Mrs. Edward was given by the grade pupils at
II. Burbeek of Marblehead. Mass. Glover hall Friday evening was en
Mr. Mills was a paving cutter by joyed hy a crowded l^ouse. Four
trade and had employment with Health plays were given. Then fol
Leopold and Co. He was a member lowed a short talk on Children's
of Star of Hope Lodge, I.O.O.F., and Diseases hy Dr. William L. Holt of
of Island Home Encampment.
the State Department of Health and
Funeral services were held at his a motion picture, “The Milk Bottle.”
The Malcolm Corner Primary play
late home Friday at 1 o'clock. Rev.
I’. J. Clifford, pastor of Union Church was “How To Keep Well and Clean’’
officiating.
There were beautiful and the parts were taken as follows:
floral offerings, silent tributes of Doctor,
Lloyd
SaucierNurse,
love and esteem. The bearers were Winona Robinson: Sick Girl, Annette
Frank Rogers. George Newbert. Rus Haskell. Vegetables. Mary Dbhbin,
sell Arey. ‘Harry L. Coombs, F. L Howard Martin and Bowdoin Miller:
Roberts, Melville Smith. Interment Fruits. Kathryn Maxey, Clayton Fales
was made in Carver's cemetery.
and Ernest Starrett; Bread, Guy
Stimpson;
Milk. .Willis Adams;
Men wanted at once to work In Coffee. Corydon Adams; Bath Bov.
I.ibby-Burchell Fisheries—those ex Carl Perry: Tooth Brush. Ruby Star
perienced in filleting preferred. Write rett: Shoes, Sulo lives; Finger Nails,
I.ibby-Burchell Fisheries. Vinalhaven Virginia Starrett: Exercise, Phyllis
or telephone V. H. 71.
54-56 Perry: Hair. Russell Smith: Candy,
Lucy Adams; Maid, Frances Moore;
Mother Goose Children. Charles
evening and organized a Waldoboro Stimpson, Madeline HaSkell. Clyde
Poultry Producers' Protective Asso Saunders. Jeanette Overlook and
Dayson
ciation with the following officers: Chesley Adams; Farmer Boy. Lloyd
The Dayaon Coll
roni,
President, iWalter L. Clarke: vice Maxey: song, “This .Is the Way We
i»o*ed of 1W highly
roll uprinra aeeurely fastened
president. Foster D. Jameson: secre Brush Our Teeth.’’
together. Te without an eaaal
aa a moderate priced hen
tary and treasurer, Bernard A. New
The Hinckley Corner Primary gave
noting. Your dealer haa eae
cased in layers of soft felt insure a degree of restbert. A reward of $50 is offered to the play, ‘‘The Fairies and the Milk
he will gladly
any one giving information that will Bottles.’’ Fairies: Adelaide Cinqmar,
fulness that approaches perfection.
lead to the arrest and conviction Alice Cinqmar, Elizabeth Oxton
of persons stealing poultry from any Verna Robinson, Charlotte Lane,
And the Dayson Sweet Rest is a durable mattress.
member of this association. Those Dorothy Lane, Charlotte Cousins.
Women appreciate the beauty of the Dayson
Nothing but the linesl materials and carefully in
who have not joined the association Christine Jones, Ruth Starrett with
spected
workmanship go into its construction.
and wish to may do so by com Dorothy Simmons as t.heir queen
Sweet Rest mattress. Covered in durable fig
municating with the secretary.
Milk Bottles: Robert Cinqmar. Ed
Ask your dealer to show you the Dayson Sweet
ured damask and available in a good variety
ward Davis, Lee Oxton, Delmont
Rest mattress and its companion piece, the Dayson
Butler, Stanley Munroe. Walter Mun
of patterns and colors the Sweet Rest can be
upholstered box spring.
roe. Arthur 'Skinner, Ralph Skinner,
obtained to harmonize with almost any deco
Harold Mitchell, Raymond Keating,
Clyde Grotton, and Paul Oxton. The
McFADDEN PHARMACY
ration scheme.
Your Dealer Also Carries
hoy was George Robinson, the girl,
R. P. McFadden, Ph. C.
Margaret Nutter, and the nurse
120 Front St., Bath, Me.
And in addition to its beauty the Sweet Rest has
Marian Mitcliell. The little play was
Priest’s Drug* Co.,
other qualities that are of considerable importance.
followed hy winding of the May pole.
Bangor. Maine.
The Intermediate School gave a
It is first of all, comfortable. Its inner spring con
Gentlemen:—
play entitled “Safety First,’’ with
The New Dayson Bedding Outfit
struction, scores of resilient double cone springs en
Customers are more than pleased Uncle Sam, Aimo Lanke; Traffic.
with your Pries-t’s Indigestion Pow Harvel Ring: Carelessness, Avard
der. sales on >the increase and many Robinson. Selfishness, Paul lives:
words of comment on the excellent Law Enforcement, Merrill Clark;
results obtained from the use of your Education. Ruth Watts: Courtesy,
remedy. Many customers will not he Kathryn Peabody: Obedience. Velma
without a bottle and when on a vaca Mellin: Recommendation, Katherine
tion take along a bottle. The regula Starrett; and children. Harlan Spear
tors are enjoying a very good sale and Evelyn Haupt.
and results reported from them very
The Grammar School gave a true
satisfactory.
picture of a real Baby Conference. I
Truly yours.
Miss Lawrence, Thelma Oxton; Mrs. (
McFadden Pharmacy,
Smith, Christine
Starrett:
Mrs. (
Per McF. Oxton. Beatrice Haskell; Mrs. Jackson, Elsie Partridge: Mrs. Moore i
Priest’s Powder for Indigestion, Olive Teague; Mrs. Norwood, Elor- I
Sour or Sick Stomach. Car Sickness, cnee Wiley: other mothers. 'Mar
Heartburn and General Hyperacidity guerite Simmons. Lila Stimpson. and
of the Stomach.
Madolyn Harriman; Dr. Campbell,
All druggists, 50c, $1.00 and $1.50. Ered Bucklin; .Mrs. Rowe, Pauline .
MILO
Rini.oNvnJ.E
GREENVILLE
BROWNVILLE JCT.
• ■ BURN
H. A. Emery
Arthur A. Clark Fum. Co.
I>. T. Sandera ft Son
The Gerry Co.
Chandler** Furniture Store
The $1.50 size holds five (5) times as Starrett.
HALLOW
FI.I.
Kl
MFORD
MILLINOCKET
L'Gl’STA
BRL’NSWK K
much as the 50c size. %
H G. W ood
Kumf<S*d Fumltnre Oft
Fuller Furniture Co.
P. H. Rente Furniture Co.
F. J. Gotuielfn ft Soon

Mr. and iMrs. Ard. G. Johnson. Mrs.
Vaughn Johnson and little daughter
Dorothy
returned
Friday
from
Springfield, where they were called
by the death of Mr. Johnson’s sister
Miss Luda Johnson.
.Mrs. Byron MacDonald visited
Rockland Friday.
Miss Ethel Tolman is home from
Knox Hospital, where she is a student
nurse.
Ethel Young and Helen Orcutt re
turned to North Haven Saturday to
resume teaching.
Ernest Philhrook is at Knox Hos
pital receiving treatment for blood
poisoning.
Friends of Mrs. Rav Webster will
be glad to know that she is rapidly
improving from the recent operation
which she underwent at Knox Hos
pital.
Mrs. Alice Osgood was given a
birthday surprise at her home Thurs
day evening by a large party of
friends and neighbors. Lunch was
served.
Mrs. Osgood was the
recipient of four nice house dresses.
Mrs. L. R. Smith spent the weekend
with Mr. and Mrs. Horace Noyes at
Nortli Haven.
•Sidney Mills was in town Friday
to attend the funeral services of his
cousin Arthur W. Mills.
Mrs. L. W. Sanborn entertained at
<bridge Saturday night, honors going
to Inez Conant and Edith Vinal.
William Benner returned Saturday
from Hall quarry. Mrs. Benner ac
companied -him from Rockland.
Miss 'Meta Ingerson returned Sat
urday from Pearl River. N. Y.
Miss Cora Vinal returned to Port
land Saturday.
Mrs. Jennie Patterson left Satur
day for Rockland.
At the regular meeting of the La
dies of the G.A.R. Friday night, two
candidates received the degree, Mrs.
George Kay and Mrs. Fred Calder
wood. The meeting was preceded by
a six o’clock supper served by Mrs.
Clyde Macintosh. Mrs. Louise Calder
wood and Mrs. Emma Winslow.
The Economy Club met Friday with
Mrs. Louise Chilles at her home on
Granite street.
The Ladies of the G.A.R. held a
bridge party at the G.A.R. rooms Fri
day afternoon, honors going to Mrs.
Charles
Webster.
Mrs.
Charles
Chilles, Miss Muriel Chllles.
A banquet and bridge party Friday
night marked the opening of Rock
away Inn.
Those present were:
Gertrude Vinal. Muriel Chllles. Nina
Ames. Ruth Ross. Dorothy Cassie.
Fla villa A rev. Cora Vinal. Marion
Bogren,
Beulah
Gilchrist.
Fred
Chilles. Alex Christie. Henry Ander
son Alex Davidson. Leon Arey, Har
old Arey, Kenneth Amiro. Frank
Bogren. Bruce Grindle.
The six
o’clock banquet was followed hy
bridge with four tables at play.
Honors went to Nina Ames and Fred
Chilles. A radio concert and piano
music were much enjoyed. Tiie fea
ture of the evening was the contest
between Messrs. Arey and Davidson.
• •

pastorate.

CRIE
HARDWARE
CO.

SEEDS

and Fertilizers

BRECK’S GUARANTEED SEEDS
LOMA VIGORA BLOOMAID

CRIE HARDWARE CO.
In

AND A FEW WINNERS LIKE THESE
A 1928 Pontiac Sedan—rides like a cradle
A 1927 Chrysler Coach—a winner!
An Essex Coach with Two New Tires
A 1928 Essex Sedan—will please the family
A 1926 Chevrol t Coach with Fine Tires
Two Sporty Chrysler Coupes
One Studebaker Touring Cai—Great Bargain! $50
One Handsome Studebaker Coach—worth seeing!
One Dodge Delivery Truck—Dodge in and see it!
One Reo Truck—will eave labor and time!

Be Sure and Listen In

EVERY FRIDAY EVENING

5.30-6.00 Standard Time, 6.30-7.00 Daylight Saving Time
To The Dayson Slumber Hour Over The Bangor Station WLBZ

What a ,
Beautiful 1
Mattress.

DEMAND IS INCREASING

SPRING AIR

Dayson Bedding Company
Bangor — MAINE — Portland

Dayson Products Are Sold By These Maine Dealers:

COHEN BROS. WANT YOUR

FOR SALE

Small Hardware Store

LOOK!! LISTEN m
at the

Doing thriving business.

Best of

LIVE POULTRY
Will pay Highest Pries
No lot too largs; none too small

Call Warren, Me. 2-3

reasons for selling

or writ*, cars of

WALDOBORO GARAGE

Address Trader,
Care of This Office

54-56
52-54

3

ADS

WLBZ
WLBZ
T5he DAYSON SLUMBER HOUR

Maine's Foremost Makers of Better Bedding

AND A BUNCH OF USED FORDS IN FINE SHAPE
1928 and 1929 Two Door Sedans—1928 Blue Ford Roadster, a dream
—1929 Four Door Sedan, driven lets than 4000 miles—a few 1924,
1925, 1926, 1927 Models. Still Peppy!
AND OH, BOY!
Those Model T Coupes and Two Door Sedans
And a 1926 trappy little Ford Touring Car, $35

STOP!
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C. W. McKellar
Warren, Me.
Rsferencs; Any Poultry Raisor
112-tf

tSHLAND
A. G. Andrew* A fn.
\NGOR
Raafern Fumltnre Co

Rancor Furnltnre fo.
C. E. Me Arey
Farrar Furniture Co.
ATfl
A. R. Stetson & Son
Totter**
tEI.FAOT
Home Furnifthint Co.
•innEKOKO
Wilfred Ijindry
Potter’»
Warren Furniture Co-'
HINGHAM
Taylor Bros. A Hill
Rf.VEHII.I.
Morrill ft Hinckley
BOOTHBAY HARBOR

N. Pierce
RRIDGRWATKH

< ft. Twl»-hell

III f’K*PORT
W. M. Mlfehen
CALAIS
F I.. Stewart Furniture
CAM II KN
A. S. I’rtnee
CARIBOl
Currier ft Mo< kfer
G. M Morcnn Co.
CLINTON
Mnreelln* Cnln
|>A M ARISCOTT X
F S. FHIott ft Son
Fee ’ •’•»»rlncton
FXSTI’ORT
R. F?r»«rc ft Son
Kl LSWORTH
II. C. \n-tln ft Co.
FAIRFIKV l»
Lawry Bros. Co.
FT. FAIKFIKI I>
JolinMon Co.
FKFKI'ORT
W. W. Fish ft Co.

nA RT LA NO
A. R. Burton ft Son
IIOCITON
Ounn Furniture Co.
J. E. Tarbell Co.
JACKMAN
Guy P. Wlnalow
LEWISTON
Bradford-Conant Co.
LIMESTONE
L. A. Cyr
LINCOLN
II. H. Jolinnon
E. A. Wentherbee Co
MACHIAS
K E. McKenzie
MADAWASKA
(ieorce II. Klee Cn.
MADISON
Madiaon Furniture (o
M * RS HILI.
R. W. WIcM
MeKINLFY
H. G. Reed

MONSON
Jo*. Dntlson
NEWPORT
Taylor ft Fates
OAKLAND
W. II W heeler A Son
OLD TOW N
Goldsmith Furniture Co.
Old Town Furniture Co.
ORONO
W. A Mo«her Co.
PITTSFIELD
Farrar Furniture Co.
PORTLAND
Falmouth Furniture Cn.
Potter’*
Reliable Furniture Co.
Huh Furniture Co.
PRF.SOl F. ISLE
R W. Wight
RANGKI.KY
<>. R. Roue
ROt'KLAND
Eastern Furniture Co.
Studley Furnltnre Co.

SACO
Fillers
SANFORD
N. J. Gendron ft Ca.
SKOWHEGAN
ljiwry Bri*. Co.
SMYRNA MILLS
J. E. Tarbell Co.
STONINGTON
I'reedman Fumituro Oft
VAN BCREN
II. A. Gagnno
WATERVILLE
Atherton Furniture Oft
Plelier Furniture Co.
Waterville Furniture C
WI'STBKOOK
Warren Fumituro Coco]
WEST ENFIELD
McKay ft Fowls!
WINTERPORT
J. H. Foley
WISCASSET

ft. G. “

THOMASTON

CAMDEN
Mrs. Xino Sparta is a surgical patient at the Camden Community
Hospital.
Miss Mary C. Davis returned Saturday to her home in Wood fords after
a visit with Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Fish.
Mrs. J. M. Bartlett of South Thomaston has been the guest of her
daughters. Mrs. Oscar H. Emery and

The Kn >x County Men’s Chorus;
gave an excellent concert in the M. I
E. Church at 4 o’clock Sunday. A
large number attended. High prais? is given®by all to the manner in :
which the program was executed. It
was as follows:
Prelude, Men’s |
Chorus, ‘‘Praise ‘the Lord,” Maker; !
solo. “Jesus Only,” Director Constan Miss Mary E. Bartlett.
tine; scripture, prayer: Men’s Chorus, i The May meeting of the Camden
“Wonderful Words ot Life,” Bliss; | Board of Trade will be held at the
“If With All Your Hearts.” Mendel* Y.M.C.A. tomorrow. Wednesday eve
aanhn:
hymn;
offering:
Men’s ning at 7.15 o’clock. Each member is
Chorus, “Deep River,” Fisher: duet, asked to invite a friend or neighbor,
“Calm Is 'the Lake.” Pfeil, Chester i At the Comique Theatre Tuesday.
Wyllie and Charles Wilson: Men’s Richard Dix will be seen in “Seven
Chorus, “At Midnight.” Ruck; “Go Keys to Baldpate;” Wednesday. “The
Aviator.” Thursday, Behe Daniels in
ing Home,” Dvorak; postiude.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Laton Jackson Love Comes Along;’’ Friday. Norma
and daughter Peggy returned Friday Shearer in “Their Own Desire.” Satfrom a visit to relatives in Bath i urday, Ted Lewis in "Is Everybody
i Happy?” Monday and Tuesday. Jack
Miss Ada Coleman was guest over <>akie in “Hit the Deck.”. Coming
the weekend of friends at University soon, “Her Unborn Child.”
of Maine.
Hon. Wallace H. White, candidate
Mrs. John Creighion has returned for the nomination as U. S. Senator,
from a visit in Boston and Auburn | will speak in the opera house next
dale.
Friday evening at 8 o’clock, under
The Chataneet Club will meet the auspices of Arey-Heal Post, A.L.
Mrs. Harold Brown enters upon her
Thursday evening with Mrs. Enoch
duties as bookkeeper at Brown’s
Clark.
The Baptist Ladies* Circle will market this week.
Miss Ruth Thomas, supervisor of
meet at the vestry Wednesday afternoon.
Supper will be served at «; (ini,sic in the public schools in Saco,
o’clock. The junior boys under Miss ! felurned there Sunday after spendBina Hill’s charge will do <the pro- ‘
a^'acation in New York, Boston
and Camden, Mi.*s Thomas was rcgram.
Miss Evelyn Mossman, teacher nt elected supervisor, making her fifth
year as musical director.
Pleasant Point, spent the weekend at
Donald Beverage of Portland is
home, She is driving a new Ford.
visiting his grandparents. Mr. and
Mr and Mrs. Maynard Shaw and Mrs. A. F. Beverage. Sea street.
daughter spent Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. Frank it. Wilhur and Mrs.
Mrs. H. B. Shaw.
Belle Gilkey were guests Sunday of
.Mrs Fairfield Williams is having t apt. and Mrs. W. G. Blake in Castine
the roof of her house newly covered and Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Wentworth
and other repairs made.
in Bucksport.
Capt. Edward Leland spent the
Thomaston vs. St. George hall game
Saturday was won by Thomaston. weekend with his family in Ilarpswell.
Score 9 to 3.
Henry Beveirage of Portland re
Word is received that Mrs. Rose
(Merrifield) Rundlett is making cently visited his parents Mr. and
gradual recovery from a recent ©per- j Mrs. A. F. Beverage.
A little daughter, Barbara Mabe!,
ation. Her mother is expecting to
return from East Milton this week. was born Sunday to Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Burrage at Camden Com
Miss Mabel Fernald left by boat
munity Hospital.
Saturday night for Boston with her
The Ladies of the G A R, will enjoy
ultimate destination Swannanoa, N.
C., where she will be the guest of .1 Picnic Thursday with Mrs. William
Mrs. Samuel Weathalv. Her place Barker at Sagamore Farm. Mem
in the home circle will be supplied bers attending are to meet at Elwell's
garage at 10 o'clock.
by Mrs. Delora Keene
* Frank W. Buothby who has been
Garden work is now calling for m ployed for several years as assisthorse teams for which the demand
.
,
. ant at the Maine State Fish'Hatcherv
is greater than the supply.
One h.|a been prQ,
moled to superintendent
teamster informed the correspondent o(
feeding station at Houlton.
that he had 15 gardens
and more in prospect.

Every-Other-Day
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ahead of him

,ln Ll.iai,:..n of ,-nionvilIe
him .„
hatchwy

Lee Walker was at home over SunMr. and Mrs. Ora H. Brown are
toy.
' enjoying a motor trip t hrough
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Lineken spent I Canada.
the weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
This afternoon there will be a bal’
Francis Friend and daughter in game at the Trotting Park grounds j
Skowhegan.
between Camden and Thomaston
President F. T. McDonald of Stover High Sch ols. Game called at 3 ■
;
.
H
College. Harper’s Ferry, gave an in o’clock.
Half of the stores are on Daylight
teresting talk at the Baptist Church
time and half nn^tandard. The mills
Sunday evening.
at present running on the Latter*
The W.C.T.U. will meet with Mrs.
Lena Merry, Gleason street, Friday I
although there in talk-of changafternoon at 2 o’cl-ck.
png.
Capt. Sanford C. Babbidge who has
Mrs Minnie Ludwig. Mrs-. Mark
•Crouse >and Mrs. Mattie Kalloch of recently returned to Camden to reRocklaml attended the meeting of the ^ume his duties on the yacht Si'esta
Pomona Grange Saturday in Hope. is to make his hi me at 39 MeguntiIn ascending a hill on their return the cook street. Mrs. Babbidge who has
machine in which they were riding been spending the winter months in
skidded and the brakes failing >to Worcester, and his son John Lawwork the car left the road and over- | lence will join jhim later in the seaturned in the gutter. hTe three la
dies were bruised and shaken up.
Mrs. Kalloch sustained two broken
ribs.
Wal'ter Robertson of the lumber
firm of W. J. Robertson Co. has made
and presented to the T.H.S. Baseball
Association two r.ew benches. The
Association appreciates the gift and
hereby records thanks.
Arcana Lodge, K. of P.. is having
the furnishings and fixtures removed
from their store which has been
leased to the First National Store
who will take possession June 1.
Mrs. Evelyn Peaslee will present
her “Marionettes” Friday night at
7.30 at the Congregational vestry.
The Marionettes have scored a real
triumph in the past month and have
been in considerable demand. It is
something decidedly different in a
children’s entertainment. In addi
tion several of Adelyn Bushnell’s
dramatic pupils will appear and Mrs.
Ruth Brackett will put her “Toy Or
chestra” through its paces.
An interesting entertainment will
ne given in the Congregational vestry 1
Friday, beginning at 7.30 o'clock. |
About 20 young misses from the Uni- '
versa list Church in Rockland will
take the part of marionettes under '
the direction of Mrs. Evelyn Pea-slce. |
The Toy Orchestra from Mrs. Ruth
Brackett’s grades will furnish music. I
Dorothy Rowland, Jane 'Miller, Bar
bara Elliot, El iza.be th Henry and
Betty Brown, pupils in elocution of j
Adelyn Bushnell, will give selections. ,
Isn't it about time that you, too,
Admission 25 cents.
decided to buy a car? One of our
At the annual business meeting of I Good Used ones will just about
Pine Cone Troop, Girl Scouts, these | cuit you—and your pocket-book,
officers were elected:
Chairman,
too.
Elizabeth Woodcock: secretary, Grace
Miller; treasurer, Alice Tuttle; leader
1S28 Ford Tuclor
of senior patrol. Jane Miller; cor1929
Oldsmobile Sedan
Alice Tuttle; leader of junior
porr
(patrol, 'Elizabeth Henry; corporal,
1928 Euick Roadster
Betty Brown. The Troop voted to
1926 Ford Tudor
send Alice Tuttle to the Tercentenary
1928 Chevrolet Coach
Rally in Boston as a delegate. Jane
Miller was enrolled a first class
1926 Dodge Coupe
•Scout, Elizabeth Woodcock and
1928 Essex Sedan
Grace Miller, second class, and Gene
vieve Bradlee a (tenderfoot; 12 merit
1927 Pontiac Sedan
badges and five attendance stars were
1925 Maxwell Touring
presented.

MILLER’S GARAGE

1927 Chrysler Sedan

Used Furniture
Sold

HOURS
WEEK DAYS, 7 A. M. to 6 P. M.
SUNDAYS,
8 A. M. to 1 P. M.

CASH OR CHARGE ACCOUNT

MILLER’S GARAGE

Spring Clearance Sale
Everything priced one-half usual
price. That the public appreci
ates our values is proved by the
steadily increasing
number of
satisfied customers who recom
mend us to their friends. Don't
let lack of ready cash keep you
from inspecting our large stock.
Come in—lopk around. A com
plete line of Household Furniture,
Stoves, Desks, Safes and Musical
Instruments.

ROCKLAND
FURNITURE CO.
Formerly occupied by Rockland
Telephone 427-R
Produce Co.
41 Tillson Ave.
Rockland

32S-Ttf

RANKIN ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL. 692-M

li me Sunday morning, leaving the he secures an option on some prop
ROCKPORT
For Sale
yacht of which he is master, at New «. ty of his father-in-law, thereby
Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Morrill who
FOR SALE—Studebaker Light Six touring
London, Conn., to which place he will temporarily blocking the sale of the j Advertisements in this column not to exceed
have resided in Bath for several
17.400 mileage, recently overhauled, is /in
land to a power companv magnate i three lines Inserted once for 2;» cents, 3 times car,
return the latter part of the week.
weeks where Mr. Morrill has been
.
#•
♦
i.. for 50 cents. Additional lines 5 cents each good condition, price i$100. 30 <CHESTINi;T
At the Sunday evening service at and, incurring
tET
F
54*56
the wiath of not onl> ^()r ()ne |jnie iq cents for three times. Six ST
employed,
returned
to
Rockport
Sat

By GENEVRA COOK
j the Methodist Church the ordinance the in-laws hut Anne herself. How ] words make a line,
FOR SAUK— New house at 16 Hill tit., six
urday for an indefinite stay.
rooms, ibatli, furnace, oak floors, large lot.
I >f baptism was administered to one he finally manages to put over a big
The Saturday Club was delight
LLA MILLER was the despair
F, 1M. KITTRBDGK. Tel. 1043-4
54*56
I i .ndidate and two were admitted to I deal with the magnate, straighten
Lost and Found
of all the girls In O'Riley’s fully entertained Friday evening at ! membership.
FOR SALE Nash coach. $200. C. A. H^pij out two tangled love affairs, placate
54-56
laundry. She had colorless eyesthe home of Mrs. Louise Holbrook.
LOST—Keys In black keytalner. Leave at 1LTON. 442 Main St.. Bockland.
Friends were saddened to learn of i the in-laws and square himself with
Mrs. W. P. Lincoln of Cincinnati
54-it
FOR SALE—Jigger and express wagon I).
THE < )FRIER-GAZETTE Office.
and a pale skin and faded hair.
the
death
of
John
Small
which
ocj
Anne
are
details
of
as
vividly
human
SHAFTER.
15
Rockland
!St..
-City.
54*56
“She needs to have her face lifted." will arrive the latter part of Ju.ne to t urred at his home in Rockland Sat- I and humorous a story as ever delightFOUND--In Carver’s Book Store pair of
FORiSALE—'Raspberry plants. Cuthbert and
said Eileen Moriarity. “You’re occupy “The Lodge.” owned by Mrs. i urday. Funeral services will he held ed an audience. The east has a rich spectacles in leather case. Call at THE COU
RIER-GAZETTE
Office.
54*56 Victory, also strawberry plants. Priemer,
wrong,” snapped Kathie Maloney; A. H. Chatfield and located on Beau this Tuesday afternoon Mr. Small variety of comedy types and parts
Cooper and Howard 17. OVERNESS WARchamp Point.
“she needs to have it washed 1”
KESLAN. Rockland. Tel. 568-W.
54-tf
was formerly a resident of this town. will be taken as follows:
•Miss Mildred Graffam returned
Ella had worked In O'Riley’s
Wanted
FOR ISALE—-One couch. 1 library table, 4
Capt. and Mrs. Ernest Torrey and Sam Bennett, a small town lumber merchant,
oak rockers, 1 oak chair, leather seats; 1
laundry since she was fourteen. Saturday from a two weeks’ visit Mrs. Cacilda Gain motored to Sears
George Starr j
WANTED- Maid to do general housework. Brunswick cabinet machine and records. J. L.
Now, three years later, she was a with friends at Bethel.
port Sunday and spent the day with Mrs. Hattie Bennett, his wife, Ellen Lunden ' MRS W O. FI LLER, 43 Beech St. Tel. 303 BEATON. 65 Oliver 4t.
54-56
Mrs. Rt y Brann left Friday for Capt. George Torrey and family on Alma Bennett, his youngest daughter
54*56
real lrnner, on her own merits and
FOR SALE—Ford coupe, price l$35
Lofman
K. S.
on her own legs—seven to six, Walpole. Mass., returning Sunday hoard his vessel, the Ella Pierce Herb Hanlcastie. Alma'si yonr.g .\iii
W.LNTEDPosition
by
experienced
waitress.
man with
JORDAN, 6 Kelley lane.
54*56
seven to six; after six her life was morning. She was called there by Thurlow.
ambitions,
C’arence Collamore ESTHER CtROCKETT. 610 Main St.. Rockland.
FOR 'SALE—Few jars of home made sweet
54*56
the sudden death of a sister.
her own to live.
Several from this place are attend Henry Bennett. Sam's brother,
pieklcs
prices reasonable.
MRS, A. J.
Brainerd Thurston
WANTED--Strong, healthy girl for kitchen MOODY, 438 'Old County road. Tel. 615-J.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Slingshy of ing the meeting of the Lincoln Bap
The home of Ella was a drab lit
Anne Bennett Purdy, Sam’s second daughter work at the COPPER KETTLE._______ 54-56
___________________________________ 5:1*55
tle house on the seraggly side of Tenant's Harbor were Sunday visit- tist Association today nt the Little
Isabel Robinson
““wanted- -Salesladies at IF. W. WOODDudley Purdy, what Anne brought home
FOR SALE—Or exchange 11 horses, weight
a seraggly hill, where lived and la orsxat Mr. and Mrs. Leslie C. Dean’s I field Memorial Church, Rockland.
WORTH ICO.. Rockland.
54*56 ltmo.1500 lbs. WILLIAM BALL, North New
Harold
MacBonanld
bored the mother of Ella and of West street.
• » * •
Nina Bennett. Sam's eldest daughter.
53*55
WANTED--Cook at Bay Point, private cot castle. Tel. 52-32 Damariscotta.
Regular meeting of Harbor Light :
her six younger brothers and sis
Ruth priest
two adults'In family, no laundry. Good
FOR SALE—Two two-famlly houses with
The
monthly
meeting of the Farm .1. T. Raymond, general manager of an electric tage,
wages. Only those with best references need garages, bath, furnaces. Masonic St., flue
ters; and every night after the Chapter. O. E. S., will he held Tues- !
Bureau will he held May 13 at the
I»ower company,
Earl Achom apply. Season June until September. Write location. Must be sold at once. At very low
supper dishes were done and the day evening.
MISS A. THOMPSON 80 'Maverick St., or rail price. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 -Park St. Tel. 1080.
Mrs. Elsie Quear motored to Ells- Baptist Church. It will he another
kitchen floor swept clean of the
: after 5 p. m.__________________________ 54-56
53-tf
day’s litter, when Annie and Bessie worth Sunday in company with Mr. j all-day session. TUie subject for disWANTED- -Kllrhen help. PARK 8TRKKT
FOR SALE—Or to let seven room house,
were sent to put Johnnie and Mary and Mrs. Frank Lunt and Miss Ida t, eussion. “Preparation of. Milk and
CAPE, Rockland.
54 - 56 upper Holmes St., several acres land and out
Milk Products." Mrs. Ora Burns will*
to bed. Ella would say: “Well, Ma, Parks of Thomaston.
WANTED-Middle aged Protestant woman buildings. Adjoins Air port. H. H. STOVER,
Mrs. Mabel Withee and Miss Max | have charge of the meeting.
53-55
I /tBCH
to care for elderly lady. Must be kind, neat, 111 LImerock )St. Tel. 1201.
guess I'll go up to bed,” and another
Remember
the
date
of
the
R.H.S.
and dependable. No heavy work. X Y., care
DAHLIAS—State Inspected and guaranteed;
day would be over. Not even a ine Spofford returned Monday night
Courier-Gazette.
52-54
Junior
class
play.
“
What
Anne
20 mixed, $1 : 15 all different not labelled, SI:
thorough cleaning with cold cream, from Boothbay where they were
"Keeps the Foot Well”
WANTED—Girl or middle aged woman for 15 each different and labeled. $1.25 : sent post
you see, to say nothing of taking it guests of Rev. and Mrs. G. L. Brought Home,” which will he pre
paid in first three zones. Many other attrac
;
general
house
work.
O.
C.
COOK,
Friendship.
sented
at
Town
hall
May
9.
This
is
Pressey a few days.
off with the tissues.
Tel. Waldoboro 128-2.
52*54 tive collections. Send for price list. MRS.
for Men and Women
Mrs. Beulah Richardson and daugh- i capital comedy of small town life.
.
| A. I. PERRY, Willow Brook Dahlia Gardens,
WANTED Man and wife at once, on farm, nOpe> ;mc
53«59
Such was the life of Ella Miller ter Barbara spent Sunday
unday at Lewis- What Anne brings h< mo from Valpo.
Permanent position, good home. Tel 277-W
until April 4, 1028. Now every one ton and Auburn.
FOR SALE -Hay and loam, price rea| to the consternation of her family, is
7 to 10 a. m. or write J*. O. BOX 443, Rockland. I
knows there Is something a little
•54 I sonable. F. W. FLETCHER, Valley View St.
R.H.S. continued to add laurels to ' i brand new husband, with whom she
Tel. 522-x.
52-54
magic about April, a little breath its crown when it defeated Waldo settles down in an already over
WANTED—Automobile generator and start
FOR SALE—Woman's bicycle in good con
less, something a tiptoe somewhere. boro Thursday on the local grounds crowded household.
er work. Brushes In stock for all cars.
Henceforth.
dition.
Inquire
at
MRS.
ROSE
MARSHALL'S,
Armatures turned and undercut for garages
In the grass, in the trees. In the 14 to 4. However fate was a hit un Dudley, the husband, has to sleep
52*54
at reasonable rates. Complete automotive . South Warren. Me.
sky, maybe, or maybe just in peo kind when on Saturday at Thomas with the cranky Uncle Henry and en
.-icctrlciit service. HOl'SE-SHERAIAX. Inc
FOR SALE—A full set of Adjutant General’s
ple’s eyes. Well, something must ton they lost to T.H.S. with the score dure the gibes of their contempt for
Next lo Ford Agency.
52-54 I Reports of Civil War, a V. S. separator and
Heel-to-Ball Fitting
have been a tiptoe in Ella Miller 9 to 3 in the first league game. The him. and sneer at his pet project t f
WANTED ’Hefefords, Holstelns. Durhams, several lbs. of hen dressing. MRS. BERTHA
Ayrshire calves, from 2 days to 8 weeks old. A BRYANT. Vnlon, Me._______________ 52*54
this April morning, though she boys could not seem to hit the Thom establishing a fish farm. As a goDORMAN S
Highest cash price. C. E. MM ITU. Tel.
FOR SALE—All kinds second hand furni
wasn’t aware of it; for on this day aston pitcher..
uetter Dudley is a total loss. Never
440 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND j 12-19 Washington, Me.
50*56 ture ; tire 33x6.75, heavy duty ; 5-draw chif
she carried a yellow handkerchief.
20-tf
■Capt. Ernest Torrey who spent the theless. he persists in the fish farm
fonier; l»ook stand, writing desk attached, pic
WANTED—Girl at 75 BROAD ST.
Tel.
It was through no Intent of Ella's winter in Southern waters arrived enterprise, in the interest of which
I 669-M.
49-tf ture John Quincy Adams. Buy Junk, pay

In Everybody’s Column

When Jimmy Smiled
at Ella

E

preserver

’

that she dropped the handkerchief.
She had never played the game
when she was a child, and she had
not much Imagination. But a bum
blebee had lighted on the third
finger of her left hand, and being
swatted nt with all the fingers of
her right hand. In righteous and
concerted action, had venomously
stung. Ella dropped the handker
chief.
It was retrieved and handed back
to her with a courtly bow deliv
ered by Jimmy Ward, who was
pretty good at delivery. In fact, he
was a delivery boy. Usually he
dealt In such commodities ns cab
bages and onions, but on occasion
he could deliver a very nice bow.
That was what he was doing now.
As he bowed, he smiled.
Now It is a carious thing what
a smile from a male creature will
do to such a one as Ella. I really
cannot explain it to you, but I will
tel) you what happened and leave
you to judge for yourself. When
Jimmy Ward smiled at Ella, slow
color crept into her sallow cheeks,
and lights shone behind her eyes so
that you could see they were
brown. And Ella smiled back. She
folded the handkerchief and said,
“Thank you.” Then she said “Thank
you" over again, and "I’d hate to
lose that handkerchief. I just got
IL”
“Gee, a new one, huh? I bet you
got it to match your dress.”
Ella looked at her dress and be
came for the first time conscious of
1L It was of clean white cotton
shirting with a faded yellow stripe.
“Yes. it matches this dress.”
Jimmy swung his basket of vege
tables to his right hip. “You look
good in yellow,” he said. “It goes
with brown eyes.”
As Jimmy looked at her. Ella’s
eyes grew browner and ’rounder,
and the lights in them shone with
marvelous light She remembered
why she had dropped the handker
chief. Site stuck out her finger for
him to see.
“It stung me!”
Down swung the onions and the
cabbages. “Let’s see IL” He took
the finger in bis hand. “Gee, I bet
It hurts.”
“It hurts.” There were tears In
Ella's voice.
“Look, I'll do it np for you—or,
no. I’ll—I’ll—" He bent his head
swiftly and Ella Miller liad received
her first kiss.
“Oh,” she gasped softly. Then,
after a moment. “It doesn’t hurt
any more now!” It is probable
that neither of them noticed that
the sting was on the third finger
of Ella's left hand.
On subsequent Tuesday, Thurs
day and Sunday evenings—these
being the nights when Bryan's
Groceries wasn't open—Jimmy Ward
frequented the Miller home, already
ftjlL- And on Wednesday, Friday
am] Monday mornings Ella Miller,
her step elastic, her head up, went
humming down the street and into
the door of O'Riley’s laundry.
In fact, she went singing every
day. And she bought some cold
cream, and some fine face powder,
and a little compact of rouge, and
she began to eat yeast and raisins
every day. Oh, yon could see the
change in Ella Miller—easy, with
out half an eye. And after a while
she began buying towels and lunch
cloths to embroider.
And it was after one of those
evenings of the courtship of Jimwiy
Ward—an evening, I suppose, much
like any other progress of like na
ture; the same lifted eyes and held
hands, the same quickening pulse
and —well, we all go to the “movies”
—that the new Ella, with her glow
ing cheeks and her radiant eyes,
called a gay “Hello!” to Eileen
Moriarity and Kathie Maloney.
“Well,” said Kathie, “what on
earth has happened to that girl?
She must have had her facelifted!”
“I don’t think so, Kathie,” said
Eileen. “What I think—some one
has lifted her heart!”
(Copyright.)

Getting Prepared

Cominj events cast their shadows
before. But that doesn't worry the
optimist. It only gives him a
chance to meet them with a smile.
Disliked by Sailors
The Caribbean sea has been
called by sailors, "the biggest dirty
weather factory in the universe.”

ROCKLAND DIVISION

SHOP
At the Sign
oS the

Nation-Wide
Clean Stores
Courtesy
Low Prices
►♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦<»<

WEEK OF MAY 5th TO MAY 10th

Portia,.d, Maina
QUALITY WORK
PARCEL DELIVERY SERVICE

Walter Dorgan, Tel. 106-R
•»-70

,V°RY j X0
SOAP roa

COFFEE
99'Xn%pure

PER POUND

MEDIUM SIZE

GOOD LUCK

v

c

<9

,?.X5

♦ LEMON PIE FILLING

<c£

j Mop Handles
i

Reg.
Ree.20c
20cValue
Value

C|

Three Crow

Pure VANILLA
MAVIS

TALCUM POWDER

Pkg.

IX

♦ Ammonia Dot.
s<

♦ -- -- -

X Pk««.

WAX

Lunch Rolls

Each

4♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦<
♦
Nationwide
♦ Minute
MACARONI and ♦ Tapioca
SPAGHETTI ♦ Splendid Brand
Scot Tissue

♦

5 26
18
m
rnf Z4: PRESERVES
♦ TOILET
J PAPER

fob

T

^dci

Gold Dust

NATION-WIDE

FANCY WHOLE RICE

c

Z

x

STRAWBERRY

Sliced Pineapple

RASPBERRY

Post’s Corn Flakes T «is'
JELL-O All Flavors J for X5
DOGS LIKE IT

CALO
CHIPSO

THE SCIENTIFIC
DOG FOOD

Flakes
and
Granules

xoc

VERMONT MAID
>

SYRUP

t..X5
4
1 Lb.
Jug

BUCKWHEATS!
SOAP

! SPLENDID BRAND

PUMPKIN

Ma

3
4

39 Cakea Ji
No. 3
Can

56*55
TO LET—Well furnished apartment of three
rooms with toilet, piazza, shed and two private
entrances. Inquire 12 KNOX ST. Tel. 578-W.
______
50-tf
TO LET—♦Seven-room house on Lisle St.,
electric lights, flush closet, garage. Apply
I A. M. HASTINGS at E. B. Hastings & Co.
49-57

1

TO LET—Furnished rooms, water, lights.
flush closet, clothes closet, shed, on the ground
floor. Adults only. Inquire at 72 CARD FIN
ST.
49*54
TO LET—Apartment furnished or unfur
nished. DAVID RUBENSTEIN, 6 Talbot Ave.
_________________ 48-tf
TO LET—Furnished rooms at 30 High (St.
HILL DANE. Tel. 427-R.
43-tf
TO LET—Upstairs apartment at 12 Cedar
St. MRS. J. A. JAMESON. 40 North Main St.
Tel. 456-R._______ __ _________________ 40-tf
TO LET—Apartment, 4 rooms In fine con
dition, $5 per week; garage, $3 per month.
Adults only. 28 PACIFIC ST. Tel. 436-M.
________
52-tf
TO LET—Store In Park Theatre Bldg.
Fine location, excellent windows—light and
warm. Available for any thing except a
restaurant. MIKE ARMATA or The Men’s
Shop. 'Park St.
52-tf
TO

LET—Apartment

in

Bicknell

block

Apply to B. R. SMITH, Thorndike & Hix
Lobster Co. Tel. 208.
52-tf

HECKER’S

LIFEBUOY

51*54

TO LET— At 23 Franklin St., Rockland, two
apartments, upstairs 4 rooms, downstairs 5;
garage, lights, gas. toilets. MRS. DAVID
OSIER, 45 Clinton Ave., Waterville, Me.

Packed by "Jim Dole”

PARADISE ISLE

JbO

TRADE AT A NATION-WIDE STORE. Ton know tbs owner

Miscellaneous

52-tf

TO LET—Four room house, 28 Beechwoods
Kt.. Thomaston. MRS. ALTON CHASE. Tel
122-12 Thomaston.
52-54
TO LET—Five room house, lights, water and
garage. L. C. AMES, 28 Elm St. Tel. 1293.

ONE POUND JAB

SPLENDID

Lge. Pkg.
GLOBE LAUNDRY

Y Let Ivory protect your hands i>.
all daily tasks

NATION-WIDE:

cash. HARRY BENOV1TCH. 12 Itankln St.
WANTED— By Y. I>. Poultry Co., live poul ____________________ _________________ 52*54
try of all kinds. Warren Saturdays to'Monday.
FOR SAiLEr—2-horse drop axle spring wagon
Highest prices and prompt attention. MAY
NARD ( REAMER. Call 7-43.
49-55 with covered body. 2 horse army wheel wagon
ami mowing machlue. first class condition.
WANTED—To loan htoney on auto, house Priced low for quick sale. O. C. <X>OK,
hold furniture, diamonds, etc. Interest 3 per Friendship. Tel. Waldoboro 128-2.
52*54
cent per month on unpaid balances. KNOX
F’OR iSALE- -Reo Truck Chassis, 1
ton,
FINANCE CO., 16 School St., opp. Postofflce.
52-tf only driven 15,000 miles and never over 15
miles tiie hour. Will sell cheap. BURPEE
EC KNIT! RE CO.
52-54
Summer Cottages and Board FOR SALE—Oliver sulky plow. Has
ploughed less than 10 acres. HERBERT L.
if you have a cottage to let or desire iuw I TIB It Errs. R D. 3. Waldoboro. Me.
52*54
>oer boarders adve-il.se the fact In this pa
F’OR <SA'LE—24 ft. power boat. 7 ft. beam.
ier where thousands will read of it
22 h. p. Ford Marine engine and 4 tubs new
TO LET—Cottage. Bayside, Northport. trawl. CHARLES F. HENDERSON. Thom
Eight rooms, fully furnished, electric lights, aston. Me.
52*54
running water, toilet, wide verandas. Two
FOR SALE The Snow homestead, 20 (Pacific
minutes from shore. ,1’. O. and slorcs, $200
Hot water heat,
season. A. W GREGORY. Rockland.
51-tf St.. Southend, Rocklaml.
two flush closets, bathroom, hot ami cold
SEASHORE COTTAGE to rent for season : water. Connected with city sewer. Barnsix rooms, bath, hot and cold water, electric sarage. Slate roof. Lot 213 by 140 feet
lights, fully furnished. S. W. LITTKLL. 138 Price S'.otm Off WILLIS SNOW. See Free
South Main St.. Rockland. Me. Tel. 676-W.
man Young.
5i-tf
47-tf
F’OR SALE—Five room house in Thomas
TO LET—At Owl’s Head 7 room furnished ton. barn, acre of land. $900. Can be paid
cottage, electric lights, two-car garage for as rent. V. F STUDLEY. 69 Park Nt., Rock
month of August. NELSON IB. COBB.
land. Tel. 1080.
51-tf
Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
46-f
FOR SALE—Seeds Vegetable and flower
FOR SALE—Furnished cottage at Crescent
Direct from the big seed farms of Rice and
Reach.
All modern improvements.
LENA
Ferry. AU new seeds. C. C. TIBBETTS 288
K SARGENT
Tel. 904 or 9P0-M.
52-tf Main St.____________ __ _______________ 51-56
FOR SALK— A modern cottage at Crescent
FOR SALE—Fertilizers, nitrate of soda,
Beach. It is in a choice location, has every bone meal, sheep manure, Bowker's farm and
modern convenience and a two-car garage. garden and Vigaro, the great plant food. C.
The whole place is In perfect shape. EDWARD C TIBBETTS. 288 Main St.
51-56
«» B GOMA. Tel. 710 at Gonla's, In The
F’OR SALK—Farms, all sizes and good bar
Bicknell.
51-57
gains. Lyt me know what you want and I
will sliow you what I have. ,k>HN RAJANDER. Warren. Me. R. F D. 1.
47*58
To Let
F’OR SALE—Dining table and six chairs
TO LET Attractively furnished 5 room with leather bottoms, fumed oak. TEL. 101-R.
35*tf
cottage, sleeping porch, 'flush toilet, electric ____ ____________
lights, artesian well. Will let by month or
FOR SALE—Fifty houses of all descriptions
for season. Address E. PRATT, 61 South in Rockland A large list of summer cottages.
Main St.______________________________ 54-tf In fact all kinds of real estate. Come and
talk over my Hat If you wish to buy. ROBERT
TO LET—Four room unfurnished apart- U (XlbLfNS, 375 Main St. Tel, 77,
52-tf
rm 0. baited. Its I hi* I. St. Apply 13S UNION
TOIt SALE—Five room house, Stanley
ST Tel. 158.
54-tf
Lane, good condition, cellar, no modern Im
TO LET—Cottage house on Camden St. : provements, double lot land, $1600. Can be
also 4 room apartment on Summer St. Apply naitl as rent with small payment down. V. F.
MBS. FROST 8 Summer St. Tel. 318-R.
STVDLBY. GQiPark St. Tel. 1080.
52-tf
54-tf
FDR SALE—Dahlia bulbs that have bee
TO LET Tenement of 5 rooms, toilet amt ra,l”d
.ha?d.,in¥> »'.1
varleUes,
lights. Room fur one car. On South .Alain while they last 15 for $1, postage extra. Due
St. TEL. 410.
»4-5<> to limited garden space I also have some sur
plus stock of many leading varieties that I
TO LET -Eight room house, modern, double will sell at very attractive prices. Send for
Riverside Dahlias. MRS KATHA
garage. Tel. 916. SA'MLEL Ri'BENSTEIN, my list
Park St.
54-tf RINE CIIAl’LN, Rawson Ave., Camden, Me.
____
33-58
TO LET -Two or three rooms for light
FDR SALE—Seven room house, bath, hot
housekeeping, all improvements. Gall 312 M
53*55 I 'fater heat, flue cellar, single garage, flue
or 37 WIU/FW ST.
rp., ,
—Tr;'"? .'",----------------- :------z------corner lot with plenty shrubbery, central locaT) LET F^rn*sh<^. a new mwlern •> room tion> (o ^e sold at once at very reasonable
house on Broadway. H. H. STO\ EK, 111 Lime- ! prlte. v. f. STUDLKV, 69 Park 8t. Tel. lOHil.
rock ISt. Tel. 12U1.
.i3-5o I
r>'*-tf
TO -LET -Five or 6 room apartment, corner ;
of Limerock and Lincoln Sts., modern In every
Eggs and Chicks
respect. A most desirable rent and location. I
Very suitable for a doctor’s home and office !
S <’. R. I. RED GHK'KS. Ready for de
combined. Available June 1. H. H. STOVER. livery (May 15. price 18c. Expect to have 300
Ill Limerock Ht. Tel. 1201.
53-55 to sell
BERTHA D. TEAIJI’E Ac E V.
54 tf
TO LET—Garage on Florence St. Inquire TEAGl'E. Warren. Me. Tel. 13 42.
FLINTS MARKET, Main St.
53-55
BABY CIIIX, Wyllle’s strain S. C. Reds;
TO LET—Three furnished rooms. Tel. 1263 bred for eggs, type and color. State accredited
or Inquire at FLORENCE McLAIN’S STORE. for white diarrhoea. May. $18 per hundred;
100 Alain St.
53-55 postpaid. Safe arrival guaranteed. In lots
of 1000 or over $2 less per hundred. F. H.
TO LET—Five room tenement, modern im WYLLIE A: SON, Thomaston, Me. Phone
provements. DR. BARTLETT, 41 Limerock St. Warren 10-6.
52-tf
52-54
R. I. REDS, State tested, 100 per cent free
TO LET—Two light housekeepping rooms, We are now booking orders for March and
furnished. Tel. 733-M. 34 FULTON ST.
April delivery for $18 per 100, or $85 for 500;
52-54 100 per cent live delivery guaranteed. All
TO LET Two clean houses. 5 and 6 rooms chicks hatched from our own stock ; 10 per
on South Alain St. MRS. MABEL HAWLEY. cent with order would be appreciated. We
130 Main St, Tel. 676-M.______________52-tf deliver chicks to your door. Addreses V. R.
WOODMAN A SON, Winterport. Me. Tel.
TO LET—Up stairs tenement on Main St
52-tf
In good condition. Electric lights and toilet. <7-31.___________
J. H. MELVLN, 21 Gay St. Tel. 624-M.

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!
We want all your LIVE POUL
TRY. Highest Prices paid. Call
or write Charles Shane, care of
R. E. Cutting, Warren, Me. Tel.
Warren 3-3 and trucks will call at
your door. References: Any poul
try raiser.

CHARLES SHANE CO.
27-tf

NOTICE—Tills is to notify all that from
this date I will pay no hills other than those
contracted bv myself. MAYNARD FULLER
TON. May 5. P.'3it.
54*56
I HAVE DISCONTINUED HE REPAIRING
of watches and am giving notice to customers,
that I will <iot be responsible for repairing, I
have done here, aftet thirty days. Call for
repairs between 6 and 7 p. m.
RALPH
O’NEILL, 12 Sea St. Place._______
54*56
106 A. FARM, almost given away, 25 a.
best tillage, fine pasture’, lot of Wood, timber;
overlooks beautiful lake, wonderful view of
valley; 7 rm. bouse: flue repair: best water:
50 ft. barn : hennery: shed : 5 minutes to
center, schools, etc. canning factory, creamery
nearby. All products can be sold to summer
residents. Age forces sale. 'Worth $30(M), only
$1966, J, D, IPE.MSE. .Hope, Me.
54-1$
USED GARS BOUGHT AND SOLD, at 108
Park St. F. P. KNIGHT.
53-tf
LIGHTNING Is nothing to be fooled with.
Are you sure your radio antenna is properly
protected by an approved appliance. Call 721
and our Service (Man will look your Installa
tion over and tell you the cost of proper pro
tection. This estimate given without charge.
HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc,, Electrical Spe
cialists.
52-54
MONEY TO LOAN on 1st and 2nd mort
gages. KNOX FLNANCE CO., 16 School St.
Opp, postofflce.
52-tf
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws and
repair your furniture at 216 LIMEROCK ST.
Tel. 1016.________
52.|f
LADIES Reliable stock of hair goods at the
Rockland Hair Store, 24 Elm 8t.

Mall orders
52-tf

solicited. H. C. RHDDHS. Tel. 519-J.
FARMS,

HOMES,

COUNTRY

COTTAGK9

and estates, up-to-date property, in the gar
den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay.
Wrlta
us what you want. ORRIN J. DICKKY, Bel

fast. Me.

An

52-tf

In

Ad.

Columns

Will

Anything

These

Sell

From

a

Needle to an Anchor.

What Do You Want
to Sell ?
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E very-Other-Day

Th- Woman’s Missionary Society
of th. l-’iiKt Baptist Church will meet
tonioi t "W afternoon in the chapel at
2.30.

In addition to personal notes regarding
departures and arrivals, tills department espe
cially desires Information of social bappenlnss.
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or
telephone nIU be gladly received.
TELEPHONE ____________ ________________ 770

Julia Edwards Noyes, president of
the Portland Rossini Club, whose
zealous interest has raised 'the work
of this organization to its present
high standard, was persuaded at the
annual meeting of the club to once
more serve as its leading officer, and
Miss Noyes was unanimously elected.
She starts her 14th year of service
with the club. Holding important
offices in the National and State Fed
eration of Music Clubs, Miss Noyes
conducts her work on broad lines.

Mr. and Mrs. George Gonia of
Boston returned home Sunday after
a brief visit with relatives in this
Seott Young of Matinicus has been
vicinity. They were aeeompanied by in the city the past few days on busi
Mrs. Evelyn l’easlee who will return ness.
Wednesday.
Miss Alice Webster spent the week
Mr. and Mrs. W. I. Ayer have gone end in Augusta with friends, going
to Boston for a week's stay.
by automobile and returning by air
plane ‘Sunday.
Miss Cora Perry of Malden, who
Mrs. W. |S. Rounds, Miss-Carolire
is an annual visitor at her former
Rockland home, leaves this week on Littlefield and Miss Alena Young at
tended the Missionary Council at the
a trip to California.
Woodfords Congregational Church
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Bailey and yesterday.

59c, $1.00, $1.50, $2.00,
$3.00
Send us your order and we will
mail the candy at your request

CHISHOLM BROS.
CONFECTIONERS

438-484 Main Street

A new charmer—an
other song hith
Here’s a true story
of Tin-Pan Alley,

Mrs. Leslie Wilson, who has been
in the . ity the past week, called here
by the illness of her mother, Mrs.
F. S. Rhodes of Summer street, re
turned to her home at Criehaven Sat
A public bridge party will be given urday. She was accompanied by Miss
at the Copper Kettle Thursday evening Elsie Salminen of West Rockport.
under the auspices of the BPW Club,
Mrs. F. s. Rhodes, who fell recently ,
wit' Mrs. Donald Perry as chairman.
and sprained her shoulder, is im- j
Playing will begin at 7.30.
proving. She will be with her cousin. i
Mrs. E. W. Peaslee is to present her Mrs. W. o. Cummings, 355 Broadway,
"Marionettes” in the Unlversalist for a few weeks. Mrs. Rhodes exvestry Saturday afternoon at 3 1 pects to go to Criehaven about the
o'clock. While the performance is middle of June, to spend the summer.
chiefly intended for children, grown
ups will he welcome. A small admis
Mr. and Mrs. A. Li Vose and Mrs.
sion fee will be charged.
Annie Benner were the guests Sunday
of Mr and Mrs. Samuel Rankin at
The dance sponsored by the Uni- West Rockport.
versalist Improvement Society Fri
day evening at Temple hall drew a
Mis Ellen Cochran had as guests
crowd of enthusiastic dance fans who Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Mein-1
pronounced it one of the best ever. Lire. 5^1 r. and Mrs. Harold Ladien,
Mrs. Evelyn Penslee, as chairman was Miss Edna Ladien. Mr. and Mrs.
assisted by various members of the Chandler Bowden and Miss Rebecca
committee.
Bowden of Bluehill.

Rockland, Me.

HE TOOK LOVE WHE-RE
HE GOULD—and turned it
into a song!

with all its glamor,
cruelty, drama, ap
peal!
Spiced with
Technicolor spec
tacles, filled
with
song hits!

Stanley Snow of Portland was
Mrs. Faith G. Berry went to Lewis
weekend guest of Mr and Mrs. Justin
ton yesterday where she attended a
I.. Cross, South Main street.
meeting of the executive board of
The Woman’s Foreign Missionary the State Federation of Music Clubs
Society of the Methodist Church at the home of Mrs.S. Merritt Farnum.
meets Thursday afternoon at the Mrs. Farnum was assisted in enter
home of Mrs. Frank C. Flint, Frank taining by Mrs. Samuel T. Cobb and
lin'street. with Mrs. Kenderdlne and Miss Elizabeth M. Litchfield. The
Miss Minnie Smith in charge of the directors include Mrs. E. F. Berry of
Rockland. Mrs. Charles T. Burnett,
program and devotional exercises.
Brunswick and Mrs. Harry Torrens,
The open meeting of the Junior Bangor. Mrs. Gladys St. C. Morgan.
Harmony Club takes place tomorrow Rockland, is publicity chairman for
evening in the Congregational vestry Eastern Maine.

Mrs. E. V>'. Pike, Talbot avenue, will
Mrs. Sadie Leach who has been
entertain Clara Barton Guild this
afternoon at 3.30. Members are to very ill with pneumonia is convales
take a box lunch and he prepared to cing very satisfactorily, now being
able to walk and ride out,.
sew.

Fables
Comedy
Audio

WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY

Review
All Talking

TODAY
“LUMMOX”
Drama
WINIFRED WESTOVER, EEN LYON
STANDARD TIME
PUBLIX

Shows 2, 6.20, 8.30
Saturday
Continuous
2.C0 to 10.30

NANCY CARROLL in “HONEY”_______
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

with

VIVIENNE SEGAL, JOE E. BROWN
The golden voiced tenor of “Rio Rita” returns again in a

Musical Romance of the Covered Wagon
Days!
Photographed Entirely

Today “Lummox’’ will be shown for
the last time. This is an all talking
drama taken from the book of the
same name by Fannie Hurst.
Z
The feature for Wednesday and
The members of the Congregational I Thursday is ‘Lord Byron of Broad
»e\ving committee with Rev. and Mrs. way.
a musical romance with
W. S. Rounds, the husbands and a Ethelind Terry, prima donna of
few other special guests, had supper Ziegfeld’s "Rio iRita” and Charles
at the vestry Friday night. It served Kaley, fresh from "Earl Carroll’s
as a "wind-up" of the winter’s activi Vanities.” The story is built around
ties.
the rise of Roy Erskine (Kaley) from
cafe piano player to song writer and
Miss Ellen C. Daley, R. N.. former vaudeville matinee idol and his love
superintendent of nurses of tiie Bos affairs with five beautiful women on
ton City Hospital, arrives tomorrow the way. The rising young virtuoso
to take up her pew duties as general can’t make up his mind which of the
superintendent at Knox Hospital.
women lie likes* best until he meets
Ar<Js (Ethcllnd Terry), who makes
L. F. Chase is confined to his home, up h!f mind for him in a surprising
Tnlk„. avenue
_____ V...by illness.
111.....
* ■ ..
on. Talbot
climax. A striking Technicolor se
quence built around the Mother Goose
Mrs. Raymond Giroux and daugh rliyme. "The Old Woman Who Lived
ter Betty Ix-e who have been guests In a .Shoe," is one of the outstanding
of Dr. and Mrs. H. V. Tweedie, North features of the production.—adv.
Main street, returned to their home
in Portland yesterday.

Mrs. Manelva Smith who has heen
PARK THEATRE
with her daughter lrs. Maynard
The attraction now showing is
Miss Mary Bird and her roommate,
Cxton, Suffolk street, through the
Napcy Carroll in "Honey."
winter has re-opened her home at Miss Charlotte Day, at Gorham Nor
Gqniing Wednesday and Thursday
Tiie Highlands for the summer sea- mal School, were weekend guests of is John Boljs, the golden voice d tenor
Mrs. Eila S. Bird. Spring street.
' son.
of "Rifli Rita," in an a'.l talking, all
outdoor. all
technicolor musical
Dr. B. E. Flanders is in Boston this
The Unlversalist Mission Circle
romance of the covered wagon days
meets tomorrow in the church vestry week attending the meeting of the “f .ng of the West." Those who saw
with luncheon at 12.30. Mrs. H. O. Massachusetts Dental Society at the Boles in "Rio Rita" will look forward
Gufdy, Mrs. M. E. Wotton, Mrs. Copley-Plaza. He is accompanied by to seeing him again in this musical
■Grace Ayers Black and Mrs. George his mother, Mrs. Elizabeth W. picture based on the play “Rainbow.''
Flanders.
H. Welch will be the hostesses.
Supporting Boles are Vivienne Segal,
famous stage star and the funny
Mrs.
George
L.
St.
Clair
of
Rankin
Dr. and Mrs. Eben Alden and Miss
faced comedian of “On With the
street,
was
hostess
to
the
Thimble
Lucy Skinner who have been in
ShoflV,” Joe E. Brown, whose comedy
CJub
last
evening.
Fruitland Park, Fla., for the winter
has caught the fancy of the picture
are expected to arrive at their Thom
going public.—adv.
Mrs.
A.
U.
Patterson
of
Vinalhaven
aston home tomorrow.
is in the city called here by the ill
Chapin Clans holds its .annual meet ness of her daughter. Mrs. Charles
ing this evening. Supper at 6.30 (day Schofield.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth R. Spear and
light time), Mrs. Fred True, chairman.
son Richard left Monday by automo
A reception is being tendered Rev. bile for Philadelphia for a two weeks' :
and Mrs. Jesse Kenderdlne tomorrow visit with Lieut. Com. Tyler W. Spear. ;
evening at the church parlors at 7.45.
Mrs. John Flanagan who lias heen
All members of the ptirlsh and other
the guest of her daughter, Mrs.
friends are invited.
Eugene Rich in New York for two j

weeks, has arrived home, coming by
motor with Mrs. Walter Rich, Sr..
who has joined her family at the sum- ■
mer estate in Camden. She was pre- :
ceded there by Mr. and Mrs. Eugeni- j
The bridge party sponsored by the Rich and daughter, Mrs. Walter Rich. .
BPW Club at the rooms Friday evev Jr., and two children, together with j
ning. with Mrs. Evle Perry as chair nurses and servants.
man, had four tables, honors falling
Mrs. A. U. Bird has taken rooms at '
to Mrs Fogg, Mrs. Marguerite Brewer,
the Thorndike Hotel for a short time. I
Mrs. Nellie Achorn, Mrs. J. O.
Stevens and Mrs. Lucius York.
Mrs. Forrest Stanley who has been
Miss Holbrook presented three of the guest of Mrs. Daniel Cole, Gurdy
street, returned to her home In Swan’s
her pupils, Barbara Murray, Eleanor
Island by seaplane yesterday.
Bradbury and Ernest Johnson in a
piano recital from 3 to 14 Saturday
M. W. Ackley and I. B. Shuman of
afternoon. The program was given
before an audience of interested Cutler motored here Saturday to join
Mrs. Ackley who is visiting Mr. and
friends (and was 'pleasingly varied
Mrs. Frank Cates on James street.
with selections by a Toy Symphony
Orchestra, a piano trio, and readings
Mrs. W. P. Kelley is convalescing
which were delightfully given by Miss
rapidly from an appendicitis opera
Anna Green, a pupil of Adelyn Bush
tion. Mrs. E. W. Moore and daugh
nell.
ter Hazel of Boston are with the
A Base in My Garden -.......................Williams
Kelleys on a three weeks' visit.
Bat tiara Murray

May 5 to 10
Many special items listed below that feature a real saving in replenishing your
baby’s wardrobe—or would make exceptionally nice gifts for the new baby.
Walking Dresses in colored prints,
6 months and I year sizes. Spe
cially priced,
L65

Philippine Hand Made Dressej,
6 months, I and 2 year sizes. Spe2.65
cially priced,

One small lot of Sweaters, Slip
over and button front models. 6
months, I -2 years sizes. Specially
priced,
1

Baby Shoes, white kid and patent
leather; sizes I, 2, 3. Specially
priced,
.68

Celluloid Carriage Clips
35c and 50c

One small lot odd Rattles
•35c
Celluloid Dress and Coat Hangers,
35c

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

INFANTS’ DEPARTMENT

<•

White Muslin Bonnets
50c each
BALCONY

HEAR THE CAPEHART
Maine Music Co. Is Demonstrating
Remarkable New Instrument

The much discussed Capehart Am - 1
perion is now to he seen and heard ,
at the Maine Music Co. store which I
will be open until 9 o'clock tonight i
and tomorrow night for demonstra- j
• tion purposes. The Capehart is a .
machine which plays one's own rec
ords hours on end without attention
I and possesses a tone of rare beauty.
' At the present time Maine Music
iI Co. lias
has commercial moi
gtodels available
but h()mP models will soon
s
be avail
able. The machine is used in the 1
better hotels and tea rooms for danc- .
ing purposes.
"The Capehart Amperlon Is a reve
lation in musical entertainment for
tiie home ... a combination unprece
dented in the world of song and har
mony . . . bringing to you, in your
own drawing room, tiie kind of music
you desire to hear—when you want
to hear it—for as long as you care to
listen!
Perfect in modulation, pure in tone.
The Capehart Amperlon 'brings to
you an unlimited program of your
own standard records without inter
ruption; or if it -pleases your mood,
dynamic reproduction of radio to hear
the best that's on the air."—Saturday
Evening Post.—adv.

SUN

AV

Ml AV

Little Hunters ....................................-......... (Ernest Johnson

lErnest Johnson

Gorgeous Technicolor!

(Barbara Murray
Minuet In G ......................................... Beelhotren

An Al,-Talking, All Outdoor Picture

•
Anna H.rcen
Plano Trio-The Lesson of the Birds...... .
..................................... . .... Spaulding
KathieeiiChase. (Margaret Rogers, Miss
Holbrook
The Cossack
•
Amaryllis
Jolly Darkles .................. -........................Hechter
Toy Symphony Orchestra
March of the Recruits ..............................Kalbert
Barbara Murray
Turkish iRondo ...................................... -Krentzlln
Eleanor 'Bradbury
Ghost in the Chimney.............................. «Kullak
'Ernest Johnson
Reading

Eleanor Bradbury

Reading

News

Topics

ALL PERFORMANCES ON STANDARD TIME

Shows
at
2.00, 6.30, 8.30
Tel. 409

THE HOUSE WITI-^PpRFECT SOUND

Anna IGraen

A Snowy Christmas Eve ......................... (Bixby
(Written for triangle, tambourine and sleigh
Ibells)
Basil Bowen. Margaret Rogers. Kathleen Chase
Miss Holbrook at the piano
A Kay Butterfly .......................................... Hutch

Eleanor Bradbury

aiifoi

Flowe rs
On Mother’s Day of course

One of the outstanding conveniences of the modem
home is the Breakfast Set-bringing comfort and con
venience—adding beauty and saving labor for the
housewife.

you will wear a flower in her
honor. But wouldn’t It be a

charming idea to send het a big,

BE MODERN-BUY A BREAKFAST SET!

bright bouquet? Just think

Unfinished Breakfast Sets—paint and

how surprised she will be—and

decorate as desired to match your

how pleased! You know how

Summer street.

home color scheme.................................

she loves flowers. And when

Miss Margaret Nit(l entertained the I
Handy Six Club at a bridge iuncheon
last Wednesday evening.

Finished Sets in all the wanted col
ors—ivories, greens and blues are
especially attractive and in strong de
mand ..........................................................

Merle Hutchinson

of

the yacht

A Curious Story ............................................
Royono. just returned to New York
Eleanor Bradbury
from a winter in Southern waters, is
Brownies Would a Hunting Go ......... Gerhard
Singing Brooklet ....... -............................ ''"J"’’ spending ten days at his home on

Snow Sprites

Home of
Paramount
Pictures

Monday to Saturday (inclusive)

Mrs. Leola Rose has arrived home
after a ten days’ visit with her
daughter. Mrs. Frederick Rugg, Jackson Heights, L. I.

JOHN BOLES

Fables

«

“Modem”

NOW SHOWING

A Publix Theatre

Mr-. Irving Hix leaves tomorrow!
for Portland where -she will attend i
the annual missionary meeting of the |
Baptis denomination. She then goes i
to ,Peoria, Ill., where she will be the !
guest of her daughter, Mrs. Fred M.
Faber, for several weeks or until they
come to Rockland for the summer
season, stopping on the homeward
trip for a brief visit in Atlantic City
and New York.

An all important event planned lor our
Infants Department for this week

Although the May meeting of the
Baptist .Men’s League is a fortnight
away, the members are looking for
ward eagerly to it because of the
coming of its founder, Rev. William
J. Day of Winthrop, Mass. Mr. Day
has been considerable of an invalid
the past year but has been gradually
regaining his strengtTPand vigor and
will be very nearly his former self
when he again faces the Men’s
League in this city. His subject will
at 8 o'clock. The young musicians
Mrs. E. «. Bird has returned from be; "Potpourri, or An Irish Star.’’
have prepared a varied and delight
Augusta where she was the guest of
ful program.
Mrs. Willis Swift for a few days.
STRAND THEATRE

The Speech Readers Club meets
Thursday afternoo nat 2.30 in the
rooms at 447 Man street. Features
pertaining to National Hearing Week.
May 1-8, will be presented, in addi
tion to the routine program.

Comedy

Mrs. Basil II. Stinson is receiving .
in Boston. Col. Stinson was there:
medical treatment at the Lahey Clinic
several days last week.

two children of Melrose were guests
Mrs. H. B. Fales who has been the
from Thursday to Saturday of Mr.
guest of Mrs. G. M. 'Barney in Port
Bailey's sister, Mrs. 11. H. Stover.
land for a week arrived home Sunday.

Mrs. Evelyn Peaslee and her
famous "Marionettes' are to take
part in the entertainment to be pre
sented at the Thomaston Congrega
tional Church Friday evening. Other
features will be the Toy Symphony
Orchestra directed by Mrs. Ruth
Brackett and selections by pupils of
Miss Adelyn Bushnell. Mrs. Peaslee
requests the east of “The Marion
ettes” to meet at the Copper Kettle
Friday evening t 45.30. when trans
portation will be provided.

Home of
Paramount
Pictures
Tel. 892

Mr.* Charles Creamer and daughter,
IMis- Hazel tN. Hay ofl Winslow’s
'Mills, were Rockland visitors yester
day.

Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Plummer of
Dexter were weekend guests of their
daughter, Mrs. L. B. Cook, Beech
street.
Mrs. L. B. Mortland leaves today for
New York, whence she sails May 7
on the Steamship America (U.S. Lino)
for an extended European trip. At
Hamburg she will be joined by Mrs.
A. W. Butler of London, England, and
Rockland, and together they will tour
Germany, attending the Passion Play
at OberammergauT Bavaria.
Mrs.
Mortland will spend the summer in
England and visit in France before
sailing from Cherbourg for the States.

they come from you, on this

occasion you’ll make Mother’s
Day the happiest in all the

year!

Corner Cupboards and Welsh Cabinets Available
at Very Low Prices

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

ROCKLAND

399 MAIN STREET

Telephone 980

313-319 Main Street,

TEL. S1S-W

•■’V

Rockland, Me.

’

"SILSBY’S”

t

Say it with Flowers
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BUSINESS LEARNING

special

(Paper read by Mrs. Lena
Sargent before tlie BPW Club).

N EW MAYTAG
TaKE advantage of our special hor.srcleaning
offer. Phone for a NEW Maytag on trial. There
will be no cost... no obligation.
The new Maytag one-piece, cast-aluminum tub
is just what you need to wash your bulky blankets
and rag rugs. The counter-sunk gyratator washes
dainty curtains and draperies safely.
The new Maytag roller water remover with
flexible top roll and hard bottom roll adjusts it
self to a bulky blanket or a thin curtain and
wrings both evenly dry.
THE MAYTAG COMPANY, Newton, lows
Founded 1893
Perm?nent Philadelphia Factory Branch. Maytag Building—
851-3-North Broad St.. Philadelphia. Pennsylvania

PHONE for
o trial washing
with the NEW
Maytag. If it
doesn't sell it
self, don't keep
it. Divided
payments
you’ll never
miss.

Paul

versity.

Harvard

»«M

uc-:o-i
IN

on Maytag Radio Programs
overN.B.C.l oast to Coast
Network Monday 1 vrniogt. DaylightSn ing Time
—9:00 E.T., 8 00 C.T..
T OO Mt.T.,6-00 P.T.—
Standard Time it one hour
earlier. WJZ. New York;
KDKA. Pittsburgh:

KiTP.

St.Paul. WSM. Nashville;
WREN, Kansas City;
KOA.Denver: KSL.Salt
Lake City V KY. Oklahoma Cit y; WF A A. Dallas;
KPRC, Houston; KECA,
Los Angeles; KC.W, Portlaudaad.li;otijirJ5/a4»^aj

S. W. HASTINGS
CAMDEN, MAINE

l/llununum
QVafher
IF IT DOESN’T SELL ITSELF, DON’T KEEP IT

SEED TIME IS HERE
We have a splendid assortment of
VEGETABLE. FLOWER
GARDEN AND FIELD SEEDS
Every kind of seed that long experience as
seedsmen has demonstrated will thrive well in
Maine soil and climate.
SEE PAGE TWO
of our Catalog about FREE Seed offers.
If inconvenient to call at our store, write for
cata'og and order by mail
Satisfactory service guaranteed
(930)
nnd

POULTRY

Listen In

Tuesdays

8.00 P. M.
WCSH

Kendall &

Whitney
Ruralists

SUPPLIES ~ SLEDS

Kendall & Whitney
rCDERAL and

TCMPLL

STS.

PORTLAND

\Yi at, New York Uni

Prof.

Frederick

University,

Nichols.

Prof.

ALLURING
CHARM?”

Bari

Famous Screen Stars
say: “Lovely Skin”

I

'

Nothing attracts people as irresistibly
as skin that is utterly soft and smooth.
This is a secret every screen star knows.
For without it . . . say 45 Holly
wood directors ... no girl everreaches
stardom. The
close-up demands
skin that is
breath-taking in
its loveliness.
Like 9 out of 10
charming screen
stars, vivaefcus
MariaAlha.ofFox
Films, guards her
skin
with Lux
MARIA ALBA
Toilet Soap. “Its
lather is so soothing, it leaves my
skin like velvet,” she says.
Delightful Virginia Cherrill, of
United Artists,
also uses this
white, delicately
fragrant soap.
"The close-ups
magnify every
thing so that we
must have skin
that is flawless.
Lux Toilet Soap
keeps mine per
fectly smooth.”
VUtUIMA CHEKKJLL
Armida, piquant Warner Brothers’
player, says: "I always use it.”
This is the of
ficial soap in all
the studio dress
ing rooms . . .
Have you discov
ered Lux Toilet
Soap? Luxury
such as you have
found only in fine
French soaps at
50t and J 1.00 the
cake... now 10<

Barnard. Federal Board of Education
Washington. I). C.. Dr. Paul Lomax
Prof, of Education. School of Edu
cation. N. Y. University and others.
I never failed to take each opportun
ity to say that I was from Rockland, •
Maine, “The Playground of the Na
tion.”
i
We offer one-year and two-year
courses. Present day business college
v’ork cannot be compared with the
school of yesterday* as business i* ;
constantly changing and we must
necessarily keep our standards up.
We have had splendid cooperation
ARMIDA
from the business men of the city
and have placed all of tlie graduates,
some even before they were gradu and if all our business were directed
ated.
out i f town what would become of
Business is a profession—These two our schools, etc.
words arc synonymous. In order t«- i Do you realize how much money it
be successful in either you must be is estimated that my people bring in
liberal tbward both. American busi to the city of Rockland? Between
ness today affords greater opp- rtuni- $30,000 and $50,000 a year. This dur
ties than ever before. Yet you will ing the winter months, when busi
hear it said you "can't work tip in ness is almost at a standstill. This
anything around here.” but 1 know money comes from (’amden. Rock
that you can. I have had more than | port. Th mast< n. Warren. Waldobor"
one call for $50 a week help. How Frit ndship and all the islands. With
many girls are sasisfied to work for the cooperation of Rockland people
$10 and $12 a week when with a little . the income could easily be doubled.
more effort they could double that ' The above estimate was placed be
amount. On the other hand some fore the Chamber of Commerce, and
girls could never earn more than $.10 ; figures went possibly higher.
and some are not worth over $0.
The business leader must be a dip
Here is where personality comes in. lomat as well as an executive and th^
Business men want 85% p?rs< nality only sure and safe read to edueatb n
and 15% ability. Next winter I hope is over a friendly road. Liberal edu
to have a special class in personality, cation should include the arts and
and psychology. This can he devel sciences and a broader training. We
oped by any ne. Just average com must insist that our hoys and girls
mon sense is necessary.
he fitted for American civic and
* • * *
social life of the present day. bqt
There was a time when the Busi when most of our pupils plan t - spend
ness College and Commercial Course une year learning shorthand, type
in the High Schools seemed tlie writing. heekkeeping. teachers' train
dumping ground of the inefficient and ing. salesmanship, business adminismentally lazy student, hut we are strati >n. English, penmanship, busi
gradually requiring the higher type ness law. rapid calculation and arith
of mind.
We do not encourage any metic. how can we have time for Arts
; student to leave the High School t • j and Sciences? The best I can do
! enter tire Business College. They j under these conditions is to assign
j are advised to complete their High certain topics f r reference at the
J School course before entering. Of Public Library. But as I said, next
course. I can do so much more for j year I shall include a course in j»syj them if they are better prepared.
(hology and every student jvill study
Next fall I shall require each day I it.
' <tudent to pass a certain test in
The tuition next year will be $16 a
English befo e he can begin his work month for the day school and $7.50
with me. One condition I nave found ; i month for the evening. This is for
| in your local High School is that • me or all courses. Our faculty wel
recently the graduates were advised comes suggestions and criticisms and
1 to attend a Bangor or Portland busi- solicits your cooperation.
' uess college just because the teachc r
' was a graduate of that sch ol and had
not investigated our courses.
Of
course it cost the student more than
twice the amount to go there. The
taxpayers support the public schools

for *!»•**» vitkenl
slttlrtcily, Ikt
Utyhit tj owlabii
in-Auill gasoluu

FARM. DAIRY

“A GIRL’S MOST

K

Actin* upon the ail vice of one of
your most active members. Miss
Coughlin, and several prominent
lnisiress men four years ago. I
opened an institution of learning in
your city and. as business and pro
fessional women are especially in
terested in education I feel it might
interest you to tell you about our
methods and courses of Instruction.
Tbe first year we had a daily aver
se of 19 students and this year we
had 50. Our methods and courses of
study are the same as those given in
all business colleges. I have bad
special work at Simmons College and
Columbia University. and hope to
keep our standards as high as those
in any school. Last week at the con
vention in New York I met and
talked over our problems with some
of the authors of our text books.
After attending these meetings, con
ducted by the foremost men in bustness education in the world. I re
turned with higher aspirations anil
enthusiasm for better work.
• • • •
There are 1200 members of the
K.C.T.A., some from Canada and
•la pan.
Addresses were made by

a trial washing with the

KYW. Chi. a

SWINGS TO WHITE

Mrs. Sargent Tells BPW
Club of $50 Jobs Offered
To the Efficient

Offer /

TUNE

RCADtM
WANT APS

MAINE

W

(Jeasoned—smart’

5448.33
Studebaker Eight
DOWN—Delivered,
Completely Equipped

y

<

<

Every-Other-Day
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costs less than 14

different sixes, but will

be worth more than a
six when you trade it in!

White will eni-i-.v. Somerset. Latest
canvasses of the county indicate that
such is the situation. This hein#
correct it would appear that the re
sult of the Vnited States Senatorship contest In the Republican party
in tlie comlnK primary election was
well established. This has heen one
of the counties where there has been I
dnitht in the White headquarters, i
Even so recently as the Republican i
State convention at Bangor. March j
27. it was commonly talked that
S, merset was not inclined toward
White.
Now. from all sections of the coun
ty comes very definite information
indicating a pronounced White drift
and indicating that he will come out
of Somerset on primary day witli a
substantial lead over ex-Oov. Rrewter.
It must not lie supposed tiiat Mr.
Rrewster has no strength in 'Somer
set.
He has in the eastern end,
•■round Pittsfield. There is. likewise
i considerable Brewster sentiment in
and around Skowhegan, Madison and
Anson, blit according to the best ob
servers It Is not sufficient to give him
the county.
Supporters of both candidates are j
working as they have seldom worked I
in the pas,.
"A queer thing about this cam
paign." remarked a well known man
Is the attitude of the two camps.
The Rrewster folks are not so noisy
is in the past; they're saying a lot
less than they were at the samr tlm“
in 1938. On the other hand it appears
to me that the White supporters arc
a lot more sanguine than were Hale's
leaders two years ago. This may be
interpreted variously, but It Is very
noticeable to me as I go about the
county."
The action of Congressman White
in quitting the campaign a week ago
md returning to Washington, where ’
the House was taking up the tariff
hill, so as to he there when those
provisions, which hit Maine were
under consideration, did him much
good In Somerset ns well as else
where. It has been much praised
during ihe week.
As a result of it the attention of
many voters has heen called to..tlie
record of the Congressman, of how
lie has never permitted politics to
interfere with his public duty, as he
saw it: that he would rather risk
defeat in the primary than not to lie
in Washington when matters per
taining to the good of Maine were
under discussion. This lias been of
great assistance, according to lead
ers. in swinging the pendulum of
favor his way during the past week.—
Lewiston Journal.

THE SARDINE TRADE

Dictator Eight 4-Door Sedan » $1295

Commander Eight 4-Door Sedan $1515
President Eight 4-Door Sedan • $1795

Studebaker also offers champion sixes from $895 to $1575. Prices at the factory

ROCKLAND GARAGE COMPANY
BURGESS

a LINNEKIN

Tel. 700

Rockland, Maine

Thinks in terms of Health

/J■

"What I like best about my
Insulated Glenuood Gas
" Range is the freedom it

gives me from kitchen worries and the
leisure it provides for happy, health
ful outdoor hours."

ANY women have many reasons

M

for their preference for the In

sulated Glenwood Gas Range. To one,
domestically

inclined,

it

means the

finest of delicious meals to grace her
table. To another, easier and quicker
preparation of foods. To still another,
hours saved from drudgery and freed

for other things.

While

to

EVERY

woman it brings welcome new beauty

useful cost more, although no other

single convenience in the home bestows
such

lasting happiness and

comfort.

Terms of payment can be arranged most
advantageously. Why not make it a

point to see soon these handsome new
Insulated Glenwoods at our display
rooms?

in her once drab kitchen.

Yet a Glenwood Gas Range, with In
sulated Oven and AutomatiCook, is

INSULATED
GleiwooS^^

far from expensive. Many luxuries less

Gas Ranges

Central Maine Power Co.
Bath,

Gardiner,

Rockland,

Waterville

- %O. AILOWANCE FOR YOUR OLD COOKING EQUIPMENT

.............

■

"'I

The last meeting of a series held
I
"
by the sardine canners of the -State
the teachers of the Federated Sunday | Your rug iroblems can De settled
THOMASTON
School will entertain the mothers of with satisfaction guaranteed by callwas concluded Thursday. It was in
members of the Sunday school, ip- ' ing The People's Laundry. Limerock
the naturt of q conference between
Dr..Pea body, veterinary, had a iw>- eluding the Cradle Roll, in the vestry | street. Tel. 170. We shampoo your
Commissioner Washburn of the State
Agricultural Department and A. M. fesslonal call to Crlehaven recently. of the Congregational Church, Thurs- rugs and return them promptly, like
(new
124-tf
G. Soule, also of the State DepartIn connection with Mothers Day day next, from 2 30 to 4.30 p. ni.
I ment. and members of the new organ
ization known as the Sardine Fish■ erics of Maine, relative to. inspection
of the pack. The question as to
I whether the inspection rules now !n
i force are adequate was discussed.
President Peacock was authorize ! |
to appoint a committee to confer with
Commissioner Washburn and Mr.
Soule to discuss the advisability of
raising the standard.
A meeting of the Sardine Fisheries
of Maine was held earlier in the aft
ernoon at which reports were given
by Frederick <>. Perkins and (Hyde S.
Thompson as to the progress being
made by the j. Walter Thompson
Company, advertising agents, as to
the progress of the $1,200,000 ad
vertising campaign upon
which •
Maine sardine packers embarked
May 1. The campaign is to he car- i
ried on for three years. Already 2500
bill boards have been contracted for i
in 25 States.
The rules adopted at the general j
conference covered the following
matters: Discrimination in prices:
secret allowances; sales below cost
or without profit; fraud and misrep
resentation. misbranding; defamation
of a competitor or disparagem“nt of
his goods; imitation of trade marks
and trade names; enticement of em
ployes: commercial bribery: induc
The Super-Six principle gives the New Essex Chal
ing breach of contract: threats of
suit; use of free deals and leaders*,
lenger easy dominance over conventional Sixes.
all of which were declared unfair
trade practices. Another group of
Look at the records. 'They show what any new Essex
rules covered terms of sale, cancella
tions: standards of quality; account
Challenger can do. No “Six” ever proved such alling method’s: commercial arbitra
tion: also false price quotations and
around Performance. Reliability and Economy.
concessions in brokerage fees, the
two latter being condemned. The
rules also provided for the appoint
ment of a committee on trade prac
Essex Keeps its \etrness for Years
tices to investigate whether or not
the rules adopted liave been violated.

Of Course Sixes Beat Fours

But in the ESSEX Challenger

you get
a Super-Six

' Boston and Maine Provides Patrons
With “Last Word” In Comfort
able Eating Quarters.

Dictator Eight Club Sedan » » $1195

THE DOCTOR’S WIFE

Augusta,

Canners Adopt Rules On a
Great Variety of Subjects
—WiH Advertise Big

LUXURIOUS DINING CARS

Certified by more than 100,000 Studebaker
Eightj in owners' hands, Studebaker’s
three great Straight Eights are seasoned
and proved. Among them they hold the
greatest world and international records,
and more American stock car records than
all other makes of cars combined. Oper
ating economy is a Studebaker tradition.
The Dictator Eight set an official national
average of 16.9 miles per gallon of gasoline;
the larger Commander Eight has a cer
tified record of 15.9 miles per gallon.
Studebaker Eights are economical to buy
and to operate. Your present car may
serve as down payment.

Park and Union Streets

That Is the Latest Word Re
garding Primary Campaign
In Somerset

Six new dining cars of modern type,
were delivered to the Boston and
Maine Railroad last night, and will
go into service today on the “Flying
Yankee.” the “Pine Tree Limited.”
the “Minnie Man." and the early aft
ernoon express trains in both direc
tions between Boston and Portland.
These cars are leased by the Boston
and Maine to serve until the arrival
of new dining cars which liave heen
ordered by the railroad. at a cost of
approximately a quarter of a million
dollars.
Seating 36 persons, the new diners
embrace all the latest features of
railroad dining cars, including four
of the new type round, tete-a-tete
tables, each of which accommodates
two persons.
The cars are finished in grayish
green, with flowered panelling of
contrasting color.
Softly shaded
lights at each table add to their at
tractiveness. Faster serving of meals
is made possible with the new ears
in that their size permits increasing
the waiter force,, and the kitchen
equipment is so arranged that food
may be prepared faster and more
conveniently.
Delivery of the Boston and Maine’s
new cars is t xnecttil < .ulv in the fall.

The Super-Six principle frees
Essex from vibration. Il saves
driver and car from nerve-pound
ing discomforts. It makes Essex
a long-lived car.
Modern, balanced design accounts
for this. A completely balanced
power line, pins the Super-Six
principle and the Lanchester
balancer arc a part of this careful
engineering.

Big and Roomy. Too
The new Essex Challenger is big

and roomy with ample interiors
and greater coinfort. Beautiful in
terior appointments carry out the
fineness and distinction of this car.
Everyone knows Sixes beat Fours.
Every owner knows that a SuperSix as decisively beats the con
ventional Six.

for the

735 Coupe
f. o. fc. Detroit, factory

Seven other models just as attractively
priced. Wide choice of colors at no extra coat.

BLAISDELL AUTOMOBILE CO.
710 Main Street

Tel. 896

Rockland, Maine

